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Abstract
In general, people feel the need to vary in their evening meals. However, especially during busy
week days, when they get back from work, people face a number of barriers to select and prepare a
variety of meals. For people in such a situation, it would be nice to get a recommendation for a meal
that is different from the ones they normally eat, but still fits their regular eating pattern. This thesis
will focus on the identification, application and evaluation of methods to assist people to vary their
food intake by suggesting recipes. These recipe suggestions could be variations to familiar recipes,
which would lead to a more varied food intake without changing eating patterns. To search for such
a variation, we present a method to calculate the similarity between recipes. First, we investigated
which recipe characteristics identify this similarity. Next, we showed how these characteristics can be
extracted from a recipe text and how we used them in a similarity measure. Further, we compared our
similarity measure to the commonly used tf-idf method. The results showed that our measure strongly
outperforms the tf-idf method. Finally, our similarity measure was used for recommending recipes to
people at home. The recommendations were highly appreciated, while several improvements could
still be implemented relatively easy. We will discuss some ways on how to do this.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Many people are unsatisfied about eating only a limited selection of meals [31] and would like to
bring some variation into their eating habits. They face a number of barriers to actually do that and
need some help with this.
To search for a recipe themselves is found to be a problem for many people [28]. They would
have to search for, or think of, something new to prepare, to find information about how to do that, to
make sure it does not diverge from their current habits too much, and still would run the risk that the
family members (or they themselves, for that matter) do not like it. Nowadays, consumers are often
pressed for time (having full working weeks) and therefore tend to simplify their choice processes by
sticking to their fixed habits. For people in such a situation, it would be nice to get a recommendation
for a meal that is different from the ones they normally eat, but still fits their regular eating pattern
and overall taste.
Philips expects this situation to get increasingly common, and wants to respond to this with technologically advanced products that simplify and enhance the food selection, shopping and preparing
experience. At Philips Research Eindhoven (PRE), there is a project called Smart Kitchen Life (SKL)
to which this internship is linked. In this project, PRE explores ways to support people in selecting
and preparing meals. The main focus is to find ways to help people in adopting and maintaining
healthier lifestyles in a pleasant way.
Within this context, PRE has developed the MyCookingCompanion (MCC), which is a service
that offers recipe suggestions to its users. People can also browse through an ingredient-taxonomy and
add ingredients to a list. The MCC then filters out all recipes which do not contain the ingredients in
the list. The current version of the MCC (Figure 1.1) does not have a personalized recipe recommender
feature.
One of the goals of the SKL project is to assist people in selecting their evening meals. In [29],
Wabeke has shown that people often lack the inspiration to compose new meals. In general, people
feel the need to vary with their evening meals. Finding inspiration should not be the problem with
the existence of cooking books and the growing number of recipe web sites. However, these sources
1
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Figure 1.1: The interface of MyCookingCompanion
normally do not offer personalized recommendations and especially during busy week days, when
they get back from work, people do not want to take extra time and/or effort to search for a recipe that
meets all (or most of) their demands and again fall back on that common, trusted recipe.
Offering personalized recommendations (i.e. recommendations that better fit someone’s eating
preferences, habits and pattern) could solve this problem. One way to do this is to change such
common, trusted recipes in such a way that people get some variation in their meals without altering
their eating pattern too much. However, it would be very difficult for a system to come up with
a new, solid recipe, as this involves many factors like the preparation and combination of different
ingredients. Furthermore, the number of recipes available is gigantic nowadays and people probably
trust a recipe created by another human being more than a recipe created by a computer system.
Therefore, we think there is a better way to offer such recommendations: finding existing recipes
that are variations on the familiar recipes of users. In order not to let these variations disturb someone’s
eating preferences, habits and pattern, it must be quite similar to the recipes these people normally
eat. Therefore, we need to investigate the similarity between recipes. We will only focus on main
courses, as this is most relevant for Dutch subjects.
The main goal of this thesis is to determine a similarity measure between recipes. This similarity
measure can then be used to assist people to vary their food intake by suggesting recipes in a personalized way. In order to determine a similarity measure and then recommend a variation to a familiar
recipe to a user, we need to investigate the following:
• What are the essential features that characterize relatedness between recipes?
• When these features are identified, how can they be extracted from an existing recipe text?
• How can they be used in a model for recipe similarity?
• How can this model be used to recommend recipe variations to people, based on their familiar
recipe?

3
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we will investigate the first
research question. In Chapter 3, the selection and extraction of the important recipe features will be
discussed. Here, we will also define our recipe similarity measure. In Chapter 4, we will describe
a web experiment that was conducted to validate our similarity measure. Chapter 5 describes an
experiment that investigates how our similarity measure can be used to recommend recipes in practice.
Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the question whether our similarity measure can really assist people in
selecting recipes to vary in their regular eating pattern.

4
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Chapter 2

Identifying similarity characteristics
using card-sorting
2.1

Introduction

A suitable variation to a familiar recipe of a user would probably have to be quite similar to that
familiar recipe, because it still needs to fit the user’s regular eating pattern (e.g. ‘We eat potatoes on
one day and some foreign meal on the other’). On the other hand, it should not be too much like that
familiar recipe, as it would then hardly be a real variation at all.
Because of these constraints, it is important to know how large the similarity between recipes is,
and which recipe characteristics identify this similarity. This knowledge can then be used to decide
which recipes could replace people’s usual recipe in such a way that their regular eating pattern is not
disturbed.
To obtain this knowledge, a user study was composed. The goal of this study was to get insight
into the characteristics that determine the perceived similarity between recipes. Furthermore, we want
to discover possible relationships between those characteristics. Finally, this study needs to give some
insight into how much influence the characteristics have individually. With the results of this study, a
similarity measure between recipes can be defined (see Section 3.3).
The current chapter is organized as follows. First, the methods used for this user study will be
discussed (Section 2.2). In Section 2.3, the results will be presented. This chapter ends with some
conclusions and a discussion about this user study (Section 2.4).
5
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Varkensfricandeau met tagliatelle
Ingrediënten voor 4 personen
100 g groene tagliatelle (500 g)
2 tomaten
1 1/2 eetlepel boter of margarine
2 theelepels vloeibare kruidenbouillon
1 theelepel tijm
100 g varkensfricandeau (iets dikker gesneden)
Bereidingstijd: 15 minuten
Gang: Hoofdgerecht
Keuken: Italiaanse
Smaak: Anders
Techniek: Bakken
Soort gerecht: Hoofdgerecht

Figure 2.1: An example of a recipe card

2.2

Methods

We used the well established card-sorting method [1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 19] to identify the characteristics of
a recipe that influence the perceived similarity. For details, see Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1

Participants

Fourteen people (thirteen females and one male) were asked to complete this user study. This number
of participants is generally deemed sufficient, as studies show a correlation of approximately 0.90
between results obtained with this number of participants and with a far larger number of participants
[23]. All fourteen people indicated they like to cook and do this regularly. They are no professional
experts in the cooking domain. The method used here (card-sorting), is well known and very suitable
for eliciting knowledge from untrained participants and participants that are no expert in the particular
domain [9, 10, 19, 20]. Card-sorting has already been applied to other food-related domains (e.g.
cheese [19], fruit and vegetables [4]), but to the best of our knowledge never to recipes for main
courses.

2.2.2

Recipe sets

For this user test recipe cards, like the one in Figure 2.1, were made. As can be seen, some recipe
characteristics are presented on the card, namely the title of the recipe, the ingredients, the preparation
time and technique, a picture and the country (or region) of origin. There are, of course, still other
recipe characteristics, but it was supposed that the cards contained enough information to get a good
impression of the meal without presenting too much text. We will later see that there were also
influential characteristics which were not presented on the recipe cards. Both familiar (e.g. spaghetti
bolognese) and less familiar (e.g. stoba) recipes were included.
Two sets of recipe cards were developed. One set consisted of 66 recipes, selected in such a
way that the characteristics presented on the cards varied widely. This was done by including recipes
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of different meal types (e.g. salad, soup, hotchpotch), with different kinds of starch (hydrocarbonic
substance, e.g. potatoes, pasta, rice, etc.) and meat (or fish, vegetarian). The preparation time and
technique and the country of origin were also varied. A priori, these were assumed to be the most
important characteristics of a recipe [27].
The other set consisted of twenty Italian pasta recipes, all containing meat. So in this set, some
recipe characteristics are constrained. This was done because the hypothesis was that the participants
would sort the widely varying set only on the basis of the general, most important characteristics of a
recipe. The set with constrained characteristics (Italian pastas), however, was intended to get a more
precise insight into the characteristics that influence the similarity between recipes [19].

2.2.3

Procedure

The most commonly used procedures in card-sorting tasks are free-sorting, paired comparison, conditional ranking and triadic combinations [8]. In this user study, free-sorting and conditional ranking
are used. In free-sorting [10, 5, 1] each participant has to sort the stimuli into a number of groups,
according to similarity. In conditional ranking, participants have to order stimuli on the basis of the
similarity with an anchor stimulus (which is one of the stimuli within the stimulus set).
Especially free-sorting, but also conditional ranking is a very effective task for foods and odorous
stimuli since it is easy to perform, rapid, and produces little fatigue and observer boredom [3, 9]. Both
methods were used, because they have different (dis-)advantages [2]. Sorting is the fastest method
and therefore the most suitable method for large stimuli sets, like the widely varying set used here,
but gives little individual-level information. Conditional ranking can extract more information from
subjects, including individual-level information. However, it is only suited for small stimuli sets,
because the completion time for this method is larger than for free-sorting. Because it was impossible
(within our time limit) to use conditional ranking on the largest recipe set, it will only be used on the
stimuli set with twenty recipes. Free-sorting will be used on both stimuli sets.

2.2.3.1

Free-sorting

The fourteen participants started with the complete widely varying stimuli set. All 66 recipe cards
were randomly spread over a table, so that a participant could get an overview of the recipes that
are in the set. This is important, because it has been shown that similarity judgements are contextdependent and affected by the selection of recipes included in the set [4]. This effect showed up when
the user study was tested on some participants (before the actual user study) as well. When the cards
were just handed over as a pile, participants began sorting and halfway changed their sorting criteria.
First, participants were given some instructions. They had to form groups of recipes, with similar
recipes in the same group. There was no time limit and the number (and size) of groups was not
restricted. We chose not to restrict the number of groups, because this could influence the sorting
criteria used by the participants [25]. When participants had formed the groups, they had to give each
group a short description. They wrote this down on a post-it and pasted it on the group of cards. This

8
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is called the verbalization step [10, 6] and it was done to get insight into the similarity criteria (and
therefore the recipe characteristics that influence similarity) used by the participants. Finally, they
were asked if there were any groups they would like to split or merge (and why). This is called the
additive step [19, 4] and it was done to get a more precise insight into the recipe characteristics that
influence the similarity between recipes. Through this step, it becomes clear which somewhat less
important (i.e. secondary) characteristics also influence the similarity between recipes.
After completing this procedure for the widely varying recipe set, participants had to follow this
procedure once again, now for the smaller set with Italian pasta recipes containing meat. It was not
explicitly told to the participants that there was meat included in every recipe, because this could
trigger (the kind of) meat as a sorting criterium.

2.2.3.2

Conditional ranking

The last task to complete was the conditional ranking task. The same set of Italian pasta recipes (as in
the second free-sorting task) was used. One recipe was selected as the anchor stimulus. Participants
then had to order all other recipes on the basis of their similarity with the anchor recipe. A five-point
Likert scale was used to rank the recipes, with 1 meaning ‘very similar’ to 5 meaning ‘very dissimilar’.
Not all ranks had to be used. The task had to be done one, two or three times (with different anchor
recipes), depending on the time that was still available for that participant. They did not have to
describe every ranking group of recipes, because this was too difficult and the recipes within one
group did not necessarily have something in common. However, the participants were asked to tell
how they generally made the ranking (i.e. what they were paying attention to when comparing recipes
to the anchor stimulus).

2.2.4

Data analysis

The similarity data matrices obtained were analyzed with two different methods: multidimensional
scaling (MDS, [8]) and (agglomerative) hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA, [15]). These methods are
widely used to give more insight into similarity data.
MDS can project data on any number of dimensions. When we create a 2-D representation of the
similarity data, it can be plotted on paper. Such a representation is much easier to visually inspect than
a data matrix. This makes it easier to detect structure and discover otherwise unnoticed characteristics
of the data. If the data are too complex, a higher dimensional representation might be needed to
represent the objects in an acceptable way, but that would be much more difficult to interpret. The
meaning of a representation might be a complex matter, so extra information like, what is known
about the objects, what participants said about them, what connotations they have and so on, could
help to impose structure and better interpret the representation.
Cluster analysis (CA) can be used in addition to MDS, to better interpret the MDS solution. CA
can identify and relate clusters of similar objects, but does not give much information on the extent
of separation between the clusters. MDS represents distances directly, so for this reason it is often
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advantageous to combine CA with MDS. It is best to analyze the data separately by both methods
and then draw the clusters from the CA results within the MDS solution representation [8]. HCA is a
variety of CA that is extensively used in conjunction with MDS [17].
Both CA and MDS use a symmetric matrix of similarity or dissimilarity values as input. Here,
dissimilarity values are used. Such a matrix can be created in different ways with different similarity
data collecting methods. With conditional ranking, it is easy and straightforward to just use the direct
distances as dissimilarity measure. This means that when a participant gave a recipe rank 1 (very
similar), the dissimilarity measure between that particular recipe and the anchor recipe is also 1. All
participant rankings were averaged and put into one matrix.
For the free-sorting method, it is common to create a co-occurrence matrix for each participant
separately. The final dissimilarity matrix will be the sum of the co-occurrence matrices of all participants. There are different ways to calculate a co-occurrence matrix. The basic measure (commonly
called Burton’s F, [18]) is to give each pair of objects a score of 1 if they are grouped together by
the participant and 0 otherwise. This means that each co-occurrence contributes equally. Another
measure that is used by Burton in [18] is Burton’s G. This measure decreases similarity in proportion
to the size of the group, because finer discriminations (smaller groups) mean more similarity within
groups. The values in the matrix are the reciprocal of the number of elements in the group from which
the pair is drawn. This means that a pair of objects, sorted in a group with five objects, is given a
value of 15 . With this measure, the additive step can easily be included. In this step groups become
larger or smaller, so the values of pairs of objects will differ. If a group of five and a group of three
objects are merged in the additive step, pairs of objects of the two different groups will then be given
a value of

1
8

(instead of 1 with the basic measure). With the basic measure, the additive step is not

taken into account since all co-occurrences contribute equally. This means that, when a group is split,
the pairs within that group still have a value of 1. Therefore, splits do not have any influence on the
co-occurrence matrix. Merges are not been taken into account with the basic measure, because it
gives more information when we stick with the original (smaller) groups made by the participant, as
smaller groups better discriminate.
MDS and HCA are tools to structure and visualize the data. The actual interpretation of the
data, however, has to be done manually. We can see this in the next section. For the different input
matrices representing dissimilarity data, results of the different measures (Burton’s F, Burton’s G and
conditional ranking) will be compared. MDS will also be compared to HCA.

2.3

Results

All fourteen participants completed the free-sorting task on both recipe sets and the conditional ranking task on the small set. The results for both recipe sets will be discussed below.
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Table 2.1: Recipe characteristics mentioned by sorting the widely varying set
Characteristic
Frequency # Of different values Average frequency per value
Meal type
37
6
6.17
Cuisine
32
16
2.00
Starch
29
5
5.80
Meat/fish/vegetarian
26
8
3.25
Preparation technique
15
2
7.50
Preparation time
7
2
3.50
Heaviness
3
2
1.50
Healthscore
1
1
1.00

2.3.1

Widely varying recipe set

Participants grouped the widely varying set of 66 recipes into an average of 9.4 groups. The minimal
number of groups used was six, while the maximum was thirteen.
The descriptions they gave in the verbalization step were analyzed and converted into recipe
characteristics and their values. This can be seen in Appendix A, Table A.1. A characteristic is a
group of values that belong together (they are of the same type), while values are possible properties
a recipe has. Only three out of 131 descriptions could not be converted: ‘allerlei’ (‘all kinds’), ‘aparte
gerechten’ (‘special dishes’) and ‘overige’ (‘remaining’). It turned out that participants used eight
different characteristics to sort the recipe set. Table 2.1 shows that meal type is the most important
characteristic, because it is most mentioned by the participants. Furthermore, it has a high average
frequency per value, which means that (almost) all different meal types were mentioned a lot. For the
same reasons, starch also shows to be an important characteristic.
Further, a lot of participants sorted recipes in a group with a particular cuisine, but they mentioned a lot of different cuisines which makes this a weaker characteristic to compare recipes with
each other, as some cuisines were only mentioned once or twice (which could be caused by the selection of recipes, but it could also indicate that that particular cuisine is not that important). Still, this
could be an important characteristic, because it is inherently hierarchic. This means that the number
of possible values could be reduced to make the remaining values stronger, and therefore, the characteristic as well. For example, Chinese, Indonesian, Thai and Indian recipes are all Oriental recipes.
The frequency of the value Oriental was already pretty high (see Appendix A, Table A.1), but if this
hierarchical relation is used it would be an even more important value.
Preparation technique is also an important characteristic, but participants only mentioned two
specific techniques (oven and stew). Other techniques (e.g. cook, fry, roast, etc.) are never mentioned. This could be because the two mentioned techniques have a long preparation time, so there is
probably a relationship between these two characteristics. The two preparation techniques mentioned
by participants could also be interpreted as types of meals (oven dish and casserole), but not all recipes
with a particular preparation technique are of that ‘same’ meal type. For example, ‘gestoofd rundvlees
met tomaten’ was classified as a stew, while it is not a ‘real’ casserole as only the meat included in the
recipe is stewed. A casserole is a complete dish.
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All values of heaviness and healthscore are only mentioned once or twice, so these characteristics
are probably not that important and will not be used in the similarity measure. Some values of other
characteristics are also mentioned only once. These values will not be used or processed in some
other way (e.g. in a hierarchy).
As mentioned in Section 2.2.4, two different measures (Burton’s F and G) are used to analyze the
similarity data of the widely varying recipe set. Figure 2.2 and 2.3 show the hierarchical cluster trees
(HCTs) for Burton’s F and G respectively. A translation of the Dutch recipe names can be found in
Appendix B, Table B.1.

Figure 2.2: Results of the hierarchical cluster analysis with Burton’s F on the widely varying recipe set.
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Figure 2.3: Results of the hierarchical cluster analysis with Burton’s G on the widely varying recipe set.
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It can be seen that there are no large differences between the clusters in both trees. This is partly
due to the limited use of the additive step. Only four participants decided to split one or more groups,
while two participants wanted to merge some groups. Because of that, not much extra information
was gathered from the additive step (which was only included in Burton’s G). When more participants
decided to split or merge some groups, we could have had some more information about the similarity
between different (small) groups. Also, the different groups will then not come together at the root
of the HCT. The difference in calculation in itself could also have led to (very) different results: the
resulting HCT groups were not that equal-sized (there were some small and some large groups) while
one of the two calculations (Burton’s G) is group-size dependent. That the two different calculations
still did not give very different results, may indicate that the participants formed roughly the same
distinctive groups.
The only big difference can be seen on the distance-axis: the HCT for Burton’s F shows a better
hierarchy (with Burton’s G, all groups come together at approximately the same distance). This is
because there are one or two relatively small and very distinctive groups (dough and soup). Because
in Burton’s G the similarity is group-size dependent, the difference between small and large groups
becomes more prominent, while there are only a couple of small groups. As a result, all recipes within
large groups (i.e. almost all recipes), come together at the root of the HCT for Burton’s G.
Further, it can be seen that there are some small differences between the two trees. For example,
with Burton’s G, ‘kip in Italiaanse tomatensaus’ is clustered in the chicken group along with two
Surinam recipes. With Burton’s F, this recipe is clustered in the pasta group. This better represents
the results of the sorting task (as eight participants sorted this recipe in a group they called something
with pasta and only three participants in a group they called something with chicken) and sounds more
reasonable. The same can be said about ‘Catalaanse paella (met vis)’, which is sorted seven times in
a fish group and only three times in a rice group.
Based on this analysis, we conclude that these examples (and the distances between objects) indicate that Burton’s F better represents the similarity data, as acquired from the participants. Therefore,
this measure will be used for the rest of this analysis.
These examples are also very interesting to analyze somewhat deeper, because these are the socalled ‘border-line cases’ (recipes that are in-between different groups). MDS is a perfect method
to do this, as it can give a nice representation of the object-space. Figure 2.4 shows such a (2-D)
representation. These are the results with Burton’s F. Figure 2.4(a) shows all recipe names in the
object-space. Figure 2.4(b) shows the HCA results within the MDS results.
One of the recipes, ‘Catalaanse paella (met vis)’, stands out immediately. This recipe is placed
near all the other rice recipes, while it belongs to the fish group. When further analyzed, it can be seen
that this recipe is near another rice recipe with fish (‘boemboe bali ikan’) and the other paella recipe
(’paella met kip’). So, this is actually a very reasonable place in the object-space to put this recipe,
as it is placed near the recipe which is probably the most similar. The other recipe that stands out is
‘Risotto met parmaham’, which is an Italian rice recipe. It is placed exactly between the pasta group
(which is typical Italian) and the rice group, so this is also a very reasonable place to put this recipe.
Although the MDS representation had a stress value (which determines the degree of correspon-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Results of multidimensional scaling with Burton’s F on the widely varying recipe set: a
2-D representation with (a) recipe names and (b) clusters from the HCA.
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dence between the distances among the points implied by MDS representation and the matrix input)
of only 0.19 (which means that the representation is not that accurate), it is very useful in further
analyzing the influence of recipe characteristics. On the left side of the object-space, for example,
(almost) all recipes include potatoes. This is probably the reason why the oven and the stew group
are placed near the Dutch group and therefore, it can be concluded that potatoes is also an important
value of a recipe. Further, the potatoes group can be split up in two separate groups, with on the left
all hotchpotches and on the right the oven dishes.
The same can be done with the Oriental group. This group is placed near the rice group, probably
because almost all Oriental recipes include rice. Within the Oriental group, the Chinese recipes are
placed on top, while all lamb recipes are on the left bottom. This indicates that Oriental is a more
important characteristic than Chinese and lamb, but they all have a clear influence on the similarity
between recipes. To determine how important these and other characteristics are, the number of times
participants mentioned that particular characteristic can be used. This can be found in Appendix A,
Table A.1. For the current example, Oriental is mentioned seven times, while Chinese and lamb are
mentioned three and four times, respectively. This agrees with the previous outcome.
Within the salad group, it is clear that the two recipes that contain fish are placed next to each
other. This is also the case in the pasta group, but here all recipes are placed very close to each other
(except ‘Kip in Italiaanse tomatensaus’, which contains chicken and almost all chicken recipes are
placed somewhere on the bottom of the object-space). Apparently, the participants considered all
pasta recipes to be alike (something they also explicitly brought up during the card-sorting task).
This indicates that this recipe set only reveals the most influential characteristics (on similarity) of
a recipe. Because, for example, ‘Romige zalmpasta’ is in fact very different from ‘Varkensfricandeau
met tagliatelle’, it is important to get more insight into the less influential characteristics. Only then
can a good-working and broadly applicable similarity measure for recipes be formulated. To get this
more precise insight, the second recipe set was created. In this set, some important characteristics are
constrained: starch and cuisine to pasta and Italian respectively, while meat/fish/vegetarian is limited
to meat.

2.3.2

Italian pasta recipe set

The results of the widely varying set show that most of the participants sorted all pasta recipes together in one group they called something like ‘pasta recepten’ (‘pasta recipes’). Moreover they also
explicitly said, during the card-sorting task, that they thought all pasta recipes are alike. After they
completed the first card-sorting task, they had to sort the constrained set (which only includes this
kind of recipes). This time, they did not report that all these recipes are alike anymore, even though
the recipes actually were even more alike than in the first set. This is an interesting fact, as this probably indicates that the participants start paying attention to other, more specific recipe characteristics
(than just the characteristic that it is a pasta recipe). This was exactly the purpose of this second set.
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Table 2.2: Recipe characteristics mentioned by sorting the Italian pasta recipes
Characteristic
Frequency # Of different values Average frequency per value
Meat
29
10
2.90
Starch (kind of pasta)
22
10
2.20
Preparation technique
9
1
9.00
Meal type
5
1
5.00
Vegetables
5
2
2.50
Sauce
4
2
2.00
Heaviness
3
2
1.50
Preparation time
2
2
1.00
Ingredient
2
2
1.00

2.3.2.1

Free-sorting

Participants grouped the Italian pasta recipe set (consisting of twenty recipes) into an average of
5.7 recipes per group. The minimal number of groups used was two (oven dish or not), while the
maximum was eleven.
Again, all participant descriptions were analyzed and converted into recipe characteristics and
their values. This can be seen in Appendix A, Table A.2. Now, eight (out of 80) descriptions could
not be converted. This may indicate that participants had more difficulties sorting this set. Most of the
unconverted descriptions were called something like ‘pasta met vlees’, which just means ‘pasta with
meat’. In fact, all recipes in the set are pasta’s with meat, so this description does not help. Some of
the descriptions were just not true, like a group called ’pasta vegetarisch’ (‘vegetarian pasta’), as all
recipes in this set contained meat.
It turned out that participants used nine different characteristics to sort the recipe set. An overview
can be found in Table 2.2. The characteristics meat (e.g. chicken, pork, ham, etc.) and starch (this
characteristic was constrained to pasta, but now represents the kind of pasta, e.g. spaghetti, lasagne,
stuffed pasta, etc.) have by far the highest frequency and are probably very important, but participants
mentioned a lot of different possible values. Fortunately, hierarchical relations can be used for these
characteristics to make them stronger.
In case of the meat characteristic, the hierarchy seems very straightforward, but this is not always
the case. Participants mentioned values like ham, salami, sausage and minced meat, but also the more
general values pork, chicken and beef. Because ham is pork meat, it is clearly a subtype of pork.
Further, for example, chicken and turkey, are of course both poultry, although, it should be noted
that poultry is never used as a description by the participants as such, instead they called this group
something like ‘kip/kalkoen’ (‘chicken/turkey’) or just ‘kip’ (‘chicken’).
On the other hand, for values like sausage and minced meat it is not very clear where it belongs
to. Sausage could be a subtype of pork, but there are also beef and mixed variants available. This
is actually the case for a lot of meat products, but sometimes the recipe indicates which variant is
used. For example, the recipe could include minced beef. In that case it is clear which kind of meat is
used, but minced beef is probably more similar to minced pork than to a rump steak. It is not known
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how this influences recipe similarity, but in the next chapter we will see how we have taken that into
account.
In case of the starch characteristic, it is not straight-forward to design a hierarchy of the mentioned
values. There are already some hierarchies available for different kinds of pasta, but they are not all
the same. This would indicate that although there is no undisputed hierarchy, it is possible to make
this characteristic stronger by using a selected or created version, but that the results would not always
be reliable.
Further, Preparation technique is, also within this recipe set, a very important characteristic, but
now only one technique was mentioned (oven). This indicates that other techniques (like grill, cook,
bake and fry) are still not important, because they were actually present in the recipe set (while stew
was now not present). Therefore, we can say that oven is an important value and this could have
something to do with the preparation time again, because again only a preparation technique that has
(clearly) a long preparation time was mentioned. Only one value was mentioned for the characteristic
meal type as well, namely salad. This value is also an important one, as it is mentioned five times.
The rest of the characteristics did not look like they are very influential, but to further analyze the
similarity data HCA and MDS were used again. As said, three measures were used to calculate the
similarity matrix. Besides Burton’s F and G, the conditional ranking data was also used on this set.
The results of the HCA for these three measures can be seen in Figure 2.5. A translation of the Dutch
recipe names can be found in Appendix B, Table B.2.
When Burton’s F and G are compared, there is (again) not much difference between the HCTs
based on these measures. This could be explained by the fact that the additive step is once again little
used. Only three participants wanted to split a group, while one participant merged a group. This
leads to little extra information.
One of the recipes that is clustered in a different group by the two measures is ‘pasta broccoli e
salsiccia’. This is a pasta recipe that includes sausages and many vegetables. Because of that, it is
grouped five times together with ‘lauwwarme pastasalade’, five times with ‘spaghetti bolognese’ and
seven times with ‘volkorenpasta met tartaarballetjes’. This makes it a difficult recipe to cluster. This
problem also exists for ‘tortellini met kalkoen en mozzarella’ and ‘Tortellini met ham en knoflookroom’. They are grouped together seven times and sorted in a poultry respectively pork group eight
times. These examples indicate a very small preference for Burton’s F. Therefore, only the MDS
results with Burton’s F will be given. These can be found in Figure 2.6.
It is obvious that this MDS representation is strongly structured. There is a lot of space between
the main groups, which means that the characteristic(s) for these groups are very discriminative. It is
also good to see that these characteristics are exactly the ones that were mentioned by the participants
(Table 2.2), which means that the participants have a good insight into their sorting behavior. Only the
kind of pasta (starch) does not appear to be highly influential. This characteristic can only be found in
the innermost clusters (not stuffed and lasagna). These clusters were not drawn in the widely varying
set, because this would make the representation very unclear with such a large number of recipes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5: Results of the hierarchical cluster analysis on the widely varying recipe set with (a)
Burton’s F, (b) Burton’s G and (c) conditional ranking.
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(a) Note that ‘Italiaanse lasagne’ and ‘lasagne met asperges’ are on approximately the same place in space at left-hand-side.

(b)

Figure 2.6: Results of multidimensional scaling with Burton’s F on the Italian pasta recipes set: a 2-D
representation with (a) recipe names and (b) clusters from the HCA.
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Conditional ranking

To further analyze the characteristics of recipes, the conditional ranking task that was additionally
performed for this set is used. The outcome of the HCT based on this method were a little different
from the other two, as can be seen in Figure 2.5. The oven and the chicken group are still present,
while the many vegetables group could also be found in the HCT for Burton’s G. The stuffed pasta
group and the pasta with meat group are new. It should be mentioned that all recipes in the stuffed
pasta group contain ham, so this could also be called a ham group (or pork group, which is actually
present in the other trees), because they share two important characteristics it is very reasonable that
these recipes are clustered together.
The recipes in the pasta with meat group, however, do not have much in common. The HTC
shows that this group could be split up in three subgroups. One group shares the characteristic lamb,
while another shares spaghetti and pork. The third group, on the other hand, shares no clear characteristics. As can be seen in Appendix A, Table A.2 some participants actually called a group something
like ‘pasta met vlees’ (‘pasta with meat’). They said that, within these recipes, the meat and the pasta
are clearly separated as can be seen on the images of the dish. They also said that the meat was very
important for that recipe. This is the characteristic these recipes share and the result was that participants created a group with those recipes, even though they did not find them very similar, but instead
equally dissimilar to the anchor recipe. This is an effect specific to the conditional ranking method.
Another reason for the slightly different results, could be the little amount of data that was gathered from the participants. Only 33 conditional ranking tasks were performed by twenty participants,
while there are twenty different recipes. This means that every recipe was the anchor recipe only once
or twice, which results in only a few distances between each pair of recipes. The similarity distance
between such a pair is thus based on the data of only two or three participants. This could give a
distorted image.
Despite the small size of the experiment, this method was very useful as it gave some extra
insights. When performing this task, participants said they looked in more detail to a recipe, so details
became more important. As a result they did not think anymore that these recipes all look alike. They
actually came to think the recipes were all very different and only 48% of them used the ‘very similar’
ranking option. This can probably not be attributed entirely to the well known tendency of participants
to avoid the extremes in scaling tasks, as the participants in this task did use the other extreme (‘very
dissimilar’) in 91% of the ranking tasks.
The participants were only asked to tell how they ranked the recipes in general. It was very clear
that they looked at specific ingredients, meal type (salad or not) and the preparation technique (oven
or not). Recipes that had several important characteristics in common (i.e. the kind of pasta, meat,
salad and oven) were considered ‘very similar’. When they only had one important or a couple of
less important characteristics in common (e.g. heaviness, preparation time, sauce etc.), they were
considered ‘rather similar’. When they did not look similar but still had something in common, the
recipes were considered to be ‘not (dis)similar’ (which was the middle rank). The last two ranks were
both used for recipes which were considered to be very dissimilar and the difference between these
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two piles could not be named in a lot of cases.
Overall, the characteristics used in this task are the same ones as in the sorting task. So, participants did not actually rank the recipes on the basis of more specific characteristics than in the sorting
task, even though they reported to have looked at the recipes in more detail. This could be true, but
in the end, the same characteristics make the difference when comparing recipes. Only tomato sauce,
some specific vegetables and the ‘pasta with meat’ characteristic were clearly mentioned more often
(on average) than in the sorting task, but only this last characteristic can be seen in the HCT (Figure
2.5c).

2.4

Conclusions and discussion

In this card-sorting study we investigated which characteristics determine the perceived similarity
between recipes. We also wanted to get insight into the extent to which these characteristics influence
the perceived similarity and discover possible relationships between them.
From the widely varied recipe set, we found that meal type and starch were the most influential
characteristics. Cuisine and meat/fish/vegetarian are also very influential. Furthermore, there are two
preparation techniques that have a lot of influence. These both have a long preparation time, so there
is a clear relationship between these two characteristics.
Results on the Italian pasta recipe set showed that the kind of starch and the kind of meat also
influence the perceived similarity. It was also important whether a recipe contained many vegetables
or tomato sauce.
It is commonly known that sorting (and ranking) responses vary from one participant to the next
[4]. Therefore, the sample size must be large enough to be dealing with a representative sample. In
the literature multiple recommendations are given for the sample size to be chosen, varying between
fifteen and 40 participants [23, 22, 4]. However, time was limited in this study, so the choice was
made to have only fourteen participants. The results of the free-sorting task indicate that there was
not much variation between the participants, so fourteen apparently was enough in this case. This is
not the case for the conditional ranking task. As said, those results showed that the number of ranking
tasks completed was not enough to get an undistorted image.
The lack of data for the conditional ranking task is not the only possible shortcoming or limitation
of this study. Another possible limitation is the context-dependency of similarity. This can affect the
similarity judgements in three different ways. First, recipes are ‘region-dependent’. This means that
the same meal (or better said: recipe name) is different in varying regions of the world. One example
is ‘Goulash’, which is a soup in Hungary, while it is (generally) a stew in the Netherlands. Because
this study is done in the Netherlands (and the target group also lives in the Netherlands), the recipes
all represent the Dutch variant (if applicable).
For this reason, a couple of typical Dutch recipes are included. It is possible that some of these
recipes are not even known on the other side of the world, but it is important to include them to get a
varied overview of the kind of recipes that are consumed in this country as this research focuses on
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Dutch consumers. This brings up the second way in which context-dependency can affect similarity
judgements: the selection of items included. If no real Dutch recipes were included, there would definitely be no Dutch cluster in the HCA results. This makes the researchers contribution in making this
selection very important, though unavoidably subjective [4]. This was taken into account beforehand
and the selection was systematically made and well considered (see Section 2.2).
Thirdly, eating habits are also region-dependent. For example, in the Netherlands it is common to
eat a lot of potatoes, whereas people prefer pasta in Italy. As a result, Dutch people will tend to think
that there is not too much difference between different kinds of pasta, while Italian people think they
are very different. This also explains why the participants thought that all pasta recipes look alike.
Still, the kind of pasta did influence the similarity between recipes, given by the Dutch participants. Therefore, it is expected that different kinds of some other starch (i.e. potatoes, rice, dough,
etc.) also have influence on the similarity. Because there was only a specific set for pasta recipes, it is
not known how this influence works for another starch. However, the types of pasta that influence the
similarity measure are well recognizable (as Dutch people commonly distinguish lasagna, macaroni,
spaghetti and stuffed pasta). In this way, the kinds of some other starch that will have some influence,
will be hypothesized and also included in the similarity measure.
This user study made clear which characteristics influence perceived recipe similarity. We also
have an idea of how much influence each characteristic (and their possible values) have, but to get
a more complete image of this, a much larger study is required. Further, there was only one clear
relationship found: all preparation techniques that influence perceived recipe similarity usually have
a long preparation time. This does not mean that there do not exist other relationships, but these will
(probably) include non-mentioned characteristics.
In the next chapter, the selection of recipe characteristics and values, and the construction of a
similarity measure, is discussed.
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Chapter 3

Defining a similarity measure
between recipes
The results from the card-sorting study, discussed in the previous chapter, indicated some important
characteristics and values that influence the perceived similarity between recipes. In this chapter we
will discuss how this research leads to a similarity measure. Section 3.1 describes which characteristics and values are included in the similarity measure and gives the argumentation for that selection.
Section 3.2 tells us how the characteristic values are extracted from a recipe text. Section 3.3 gives a
definition of the resulting similarity measure.

3.1

Feature selection

All values (of any characteristic), that were mentioned at least three times at the card sorting task, are
included in the similarity measure. In Table 3.1, these values are shown in Italic. As we can see, there
were only 24 values that were mentioned at least three times. This is probably not enough to describe
and distinguish recipes, because many recipes will then have the same vector, especially when there
are many recipes available (which is actually the case). Therefore, it is necessary to add some values
and/or characteristics.
For some properties, the reason why they were added is very clear. For example, the value long
preparation time is added because it has a relationship with preparation technique. Therefore, it is
probably more important than the number of times it was mentioned would suggest. Participants kept
the long preparation time in mind, but mentioned another cluster term (probably oven or stew).
Another straight-forward addition is beef. While chicken, pork and lamb were all mentioned
more than three times, beef was only mentioned twice. These are all common kinds of meat and
the selection of recipes for the user study could be the reason why beef was only mentioned twice.
25
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Table 3.1: All values included in the similarity measure, grouped by recipe characteristic
Characteristic
Possible values
Meal type
Soup, Salad, Hotchpotch
Cuisine
Dutch, French, Mediterranean, Italian, Spanish, Greek
Oriental, Chinese/Indonesian, Indian, Japanese, Thai, Mexican
Preparation time
Long, Short
Preparation technique
Oven, Stew
Starch
Potato, Pasta, Rice, Dough, Noodles, Bread
Kind of potatoes
Boiled, Baked, Fried, Mashed
Kind of pasta
Lasagna, Stuffed pasta, Short pasta, Long pasta
Kind of rice
Dry-boiled/Strong, Soft-boiled/Soft-sticky
Kind of dough
Flat bread, Pastry
Meat/Fish/Vegetarian
Meat, Fish or seafood, Vegetarian
Kind of meat
Poultry, Pork, Ham, Beef, Lamb, Mixed or processed
Kind of fish or Seafood White fish, Red fish, Fried or processed fish, Seafood
Vegetarian ingredients
Meat substitute or pulse crop, Egg, Cheese, Dairy
Vegetables
Many vegetables

Furthermore, minced meat is translated to mixed or processed meat because this is a broader term.
Ham is also added, because this was mentioned a couple of times by the participants.
We have also added two possible values for starch: noodles and bread. They are generally found
to be very different from the other possible values for starch and quite often used in Dutch recipes.
Only a few of such recipes were included in the user study. This is, again, probably the reason why
participants did not create a group with such recipes.
Because we were limited to a set of 66 recipes for the user study (which is about the maximum
that participants could readily sort), it was impossible to include every possibly influential value in
the recipes. For this reason, we did not include recipes from every cuisines, but only from the most
familiar ones. The cuisines that were included all had (at least some) influence, so it is fair to expect
that other cuisines, will have some influence. As a solution, we have checked some (Dutch) web sites
that offer recipes and categorized them (a.o.) into cuisines. Of the cuisines found on those web sites,
we have included the most frequently occurring ones.
To get to know the more specific influential properties of a recipe, the Italian pasta recipe set was
used in the user study. One of the results was that the kind of pasta influenced the perceived recipe
similarity. Participants mentioned many different kinds of pasta. Lasagna and stuffed pasta were
mentioned most of the times and thus added. It is overdoing it a bit to include all other kinds of pasta
as well (also because the kinds of pasta that were only mentioned once or twice are again probably
dependent on the selection of recipes). Therefore we have sorted the other kinds into two familiar
groups: short and long pasta. This could be done easily.
Having seen that Dutch people classify (Italian) pasta recipes (a.o.) on the basis of the kind
of pasta, it could be expected that they also classify, say, potato recipes on the basis of the kind of
potatoes. Therefore, we have also included different kinds of potatoes, rice and dough. For potatoes,
we have made a distinction between boiled, baked, fried and mashed potatoes. This is very likely
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to be the main distinction for Dutch people. For rice, we used a well known distinction: dry-boiled
(strong rice) and soft-boiled (soft, sticky rice). However, the question is whether Dutch people see
much difference between those kinds of rice (or between kinds of rice at all). For dough, we have also
distinguished two common kinds: flat bread (taco’s, tortilla’s, etc.) and pastry (e.g. savory pie). It is
clear that the two kinds of dough would make (very) different recipes. For noodles and bread, we did
not distinguish different kinds because they are already pretty specific.
For fish, seafood and vegetarian, we reasoned in an equivalent way (as for the kind of starch). Because participants distinguished between kinds of meat (when all recipes contain meat), it is expected
that they also distinguish between different kinds of fish and seafood, or vegetarian recipes. Philips
investigated how people categorize fish and seafood. The results showed that Dutch consumers clearly
distinguish red, white and fried/processed fish and seafood (e.g. shrimps, crabs, etc.). We used this
distinction for our similarity measure. For vegetarian recipes, the distinction is a lot more difficult, as
people never really distinguish between different kinds of vegetarian dishes. Here, we used different
ingredients that are much used in vegetarian recipes to distinguish vegetarian dishes. These are eggs,
cheese, other dairy products and a meat substitute or pulse crop.
In total, we now have selected 55 values for characteristics. These values are considered to
be the most important ones in determining the similarity between recipes. We know that there are
more values (and maybe characteristics) that influence this similarity, but that is unavoidable. We
also know that there is no real evidence that our added values (and characteristics) actually influence
recipe similarity. However, to ascertain which added properties really have some influence (and how
much), another user study would be needed which is not possible within the limitations of the current
research project.
Because we have selected various types of recipe characteristics, we decided to represent a recipe
as a boolean vector. Every value of every characteristic will become a boolean feature in the recipe
vector. In this way, all selected values of all characteristics can be presented in the same way.
Next, we will discuss how the selected values are extracted from the available recipe texts.

3.2

Feature extraction

Recipes have a lot of properties such as ingredients, preparation time, color and smell. Some of these
properties can be directly extracted from the recipe (e.g. the ingredients), others may be derived from
the recipe text through reasoning or classification (e.g. the color of the dish or the amount of calories),
while a third category may not be identifiable from the recipe text (e.g. the smell of the dish).
Fortunately, none of the selected values belongs to the third category, which simplifies the modeling of the recipes. Therefore, all selected values could be directly extracted from the recipe text.
Yet, we will see that not all values are easy to extract. Below, we will discuss our extraction methods
by characteristic, followed by a description in Section 3.2.11 of how we tested our methods.
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Meal type

Many recipes already contain information about some characteristics, like the course, cuisine, meal
type, number of persons and preparation time. This information is normally inserted by the creator of
the recipe. If some of of these characteristics are available, we will use this to extract the associated
characteristics and values.
Table 3.1 shows that the characteristic meal type has three possible values: soup, salad and
hotchpotch. Soup and salad are two very common meal types and therefore we checked if the creator
classified his recipe as one of those meal types. Because the creators probably know best, we follow
their opinion.
Still, a number of recipes that actually are salads or soups are not explicitly classified as such.
In those cases, we had to check this in a different way: we searched for the word ‘soep’ (in English:
‘soup’) within the recipe title and directions. For the title, this is relatively straight-forward, but for
the directions it is more difficult than one would probably think: if the word ‘soep’ is found this does
not automatically mean that the recipe is of meal type soup. For example, the text could indicate
‘soepel’ (‘flexible’) or ‘soepkom’ (‘soup bowl’). To be sure, we only assigned the meal type soup if
the exact word ‘soep’ was found.
Hotchpotch is not usually used explicitly as a meal type in recipes. Therefore, we had to check the
recipe text for words indicating that it is actually a hotchpotch. We used the words ‘stamp’, ‘stoemp’,
‘stampot’, ‘stamppot’ and ‘hutspot’ for that. All these words immediately refer to a hotchpotch,
except for ‘stamp’. This word could also mean that an ingredient has to be mashed, so we did not
search for this word outside of the recipe title. Further, we also checked whether the recipe contains
potatoes (see Section 3.2.5), because normally all hotchpotches contain (mashed) potatoes.

3.2.2

Cuisine

Like meal type, Cuisine is a characteristic that is usually explicitly mentioned as such by the creator
of the recipe. Unlike meal type however, cuisine is rather subjective. It is usually obvious whether
something is a soup or not and opinions will (almost) never deviate. This is in contrast to cuisine:
it is not hard to imagine that one person categorizes a recipe as Indian while another one thinks it is
Thai. Not everyone (maybe not even the creator of the recipe) is an expert in those particular cuisines.
For many people, those (far-away) cuisines are rather unknown and therefore the differences between
them could be quite vague.
The best known example for Dutch people is the ‘vague’ difference between the Chinese and the
Indonesian cuisine. It is very hard to find a restaurant that only serves meals from one of the two
cuisines: they all call themselves Chinese-Indonesian restaurants and serve dishes adopted to Dutch
taste. Therefore, we also do not make a difference between these two cuisines.
As with meal type, if the recipe explicitly mentions cuisine that is a value in our similarity measure, we also assigned that cuisine to the recipe. If the recipe does not mention a cuisine, or the
cuisine is not one of the possible values within our similarity measure (e.g. Argentinean), we did not
assign any cuisine. This has several reasons. Firstly, we assume that the creator knows something
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about the recipe that he has created and if he did not know the cuisine he had the option to ignore
this characteristic. Secondly, it is unfeasible to assign a cuisine to the recipe ourselves. One way to
do that would be to ask someone to assign cuisines to recipes, but this would just be another opinion,
and new recipes will give some practical problems. Another way is to create a system that assigns a
cuisine to a recipe. We actually looked into this possibility, but we soon found out that this is way
too much work (if not impossible). We looked at some recipes and ingredients that typically belong
to a particular cuisine, but it turned out that there were way too much exceptions and uncertainties to
create a convincing system within the time limits of the current research project.
An important problem is that, while on the one hand cuisine is an important characteristic in
comparing recipes with each other, on the other hand its values are quite subjective. We tried to
reduce this problem not only by not assigning a cuisine if it was not explicitly mentioned in that
recipe, but also by assigning a more general cuisine even if the specific one is known (e.g. if the
cuisine is Thai, also assign Oriental to the recipe). In this way, Thai and Chinese recipes share the
value Oriental and, thus, have a higher chance to be similar than Thai and Italian recipes. If a specific
cuisine is not one of the possible values in our similarity measure but the region that it belongs to
is, we also assigned that region to the recipe (e.g. Portuguese is no possible value, but belongs to
Mediterranean).

3.2.3

Preparation time

Preparation time is the last property for which we used the explicit input of the creator, if available.
In many recipes, the creator explicitly specifies the preparation time in minutes or hours. In our
similarity measure, we only differentiate between long, short or neither preparation times. According
to the participants in our user study, a short preparation time means that the recipe is usually prepared
within 30 minutes, while a long preparation time means that it will take at least one hour.
If the recipe does not explicitly mention a preparation time, it is quite difficult to extract this
characteristic. The only way is to check the recipe directions for partial preparation times, so we
did this. Usually the directions contain sentences like ‘...cover and cook about 15 minutes...’. This
provides a lower boundary of 15 minutes to prepare the recipe. If all partial preparation times add up to
at least 60 minutes, we can say that the recipe has a long preparation time. Still, this can go wrong with
sentences like ‘...bake for 20 minutes, brushing the ham again after 5 and 10 minutes...’. This direction
will only take 20 minutes in total (and not 20+5+10), but the number of misclassifications (for this
reason) turned out to be very small. We can never say for sure that a recipe has a short preparation
time, because a lot of directions will take time without explicitly indicating that time. When we do
not know whether the recipe has a long or short preparation time (or when the preparation time is
between 30 and 60 minutes), we will not assign any preparation time.
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3.2.4

Preparation technique

There are two preparation techniques that need to be extracted: oven and stew. To check for them is
not that difficult. To ensure whether an oven is used, we just need to find the word ‘oven’ in the recipe
title or directions and be sure that it is really an oven and not ‘boven’ (‘above’), ‘stoven’ (‘stew’,
the other preparation technique) or something else. If words like ‘ovenschaal’ (‘baking dish’) are
found, we can check if the directions also indicate a number of degrees or minutes, because it is very
common to indicate this when a meal has to be put in the oven. The same method is used for checking
the preparation technique stew. Here, we checked for the words ‘stoof’, ‘stoven’ and ‘gaarstoven’.

3.2.5

Starch

To find types of starch in a recipe, we used an ingredient taxonomy that was created by Philips. This
enabled us to check every ingredient in the recipe for belonging to one of the possible values for
starch. In most cases this method is sufficient, but sometimes the starch is not an ingredient of the
recipe itself. For example, the creator could just mention that the recipe goes well with potatoes. This
situation is very common, so we also check for such sentences in the recipe directions and extract
such suggestions. If the creator indicated more than one suggestion (‘eat with potatoes or rice’), all
suggestions will be extracted. It is also possible that the creator of the recipe just forgot to include
an ingredient. In that case, we hope that we can extract it from the directions as well, as its use is
probably described there despite of its absence in the ingredient list.
In this way, almost all possible values for starch can be extracted without much difficulty. There
are, however, two special cases: dough and bread. Dough could be a specific ingredient (e.g. tortilla’s
or ready-made dough), but it can also be made from other ingredients. In many recipes, you have to
make the dough yourself. Dough is normally made from butter, eggs, flour and milk (or three of those
ingredients), so we check for these ingredients as well. To be more sure, we also check for the word
‘dough’ in the recipe directions.
The other special case is bread. There are a lot of recipes that include bread, but it is rarely used as
starch. Therefore, we check for some types of bread, e.g. ciabatta, naan and French bread. Those are
all bread types that are often used as starch (so, used in larger quantities) and thus relatively important
for the recipe (in contrast with, for example, bread crumbs).

3.2.6

Kind of starch

With the exception of bread and noodles, all types of starch are further divided into different kinds of
that starch. To get to know which kind of a starch is present in the recipe, the ingredient taxonomy can
be used again. To that end, we have added all different subtypes of starches to the taxonomy (e.g. we
have added long pasta under pasta and let a.o. spaghetti now fall under long pasta instead of pasta).
In this way, we can again check every ingredient in the recipe for belonging to one of the possible
kinds of one of the possible starches.
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Of course, we have the same problem as with starch. The recipe may mention the subtype of a
starch as a suggestion, rather than an ingredient. Therefore, we also need to check the recipe directions
for words that indicate a specific kind of a starch as an accompaniment to the recipe. This is a long
list of words as there are many different subtypes of starch and we have to search for all possible
subtypes of starch, even though we only distinguish some of them. For example, we have to search
for spaghetti, tagliatelle, fusilli, penne, etc., while we only have values for lasagna, stuffed pasta, short
pasta and long pasta in our similarity measure.
Sometimes no subtype of starch is mentioned at all. The creator could think that it does not
matter for the recipe. For example, he might have only mentioned that the recipe includes pasta (in
the ingredient list: ‘300 g pasta’ or in the directions: ‘eat with pasta’). If this is the case, no starch
subtype value is assigned (only the main starch type itself).

3.2.7

Meat, fish, other seafood or vegetarian

The aforementioned ingredient taxonomy is also used to check whether there is meat, fish or seafood
present in the ingredient list of the recipe. If there is no meat and no fish or other seafood found in the
recipe, it is assumed to be vegetarian.

3.2.8

Kind of meat or fish (or other seafood)

Like the kind of starch, we can also check the kind of meat through the ingredient taxonomy. Still there
were some difficulties with this characteristic, because it is not always clear from what animal a piece
of meat originates (see Section 2.3.2). Only when that is completely clear, it is classified as such.
If the meat type (e.g. rabbit meat) does not correspond to any possible value within our similarity
measure, no kind of meat is assigned. If some meat is a mix of (or could come from) different kinds
of animals or if it is clearly processed (like minced meat), it is classified as mixed/processed.
For the kind of fish or other seafood, we used exactly the same method. Every fish is classified as
more white or red. If the fish is clearly processed (like fish sticks), the fish is classified as processed. If
an ingredient falls under other seafood (like mollusks, crustaceans and roe), it is, of course, classified
as seafood.

3.2.9

Vegetarian ingredients

All vegetarian ingredients could be extracted from the ingredient list with the help of the ingredient
taxonomy, but again, there are some difficulties with this. One of these ingredients can already be
contained within another ingredient in the recipe. For example, a lot of sauces contain eggs or dairy
products. Therefore, we also checked for some well known products, like mayonnaise and bechamel
sauce.
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Table 3.2: Confusion matrix of the extraction test

Algorithm
assignments

3.2.10

p
n

Human assignments
p
n
724
189
148
5539
872
5728

913
5687
6600

Vegetables

To check whether a recipe contains many vegetables is a difficult task. It is not only difficult to
determine which amount of vegetables falls under many and which not, it is also very difficult to
calculate the actual amount of vegetables in the recipe. Other researchers at Philips are currently
working on that, so we did not put much effort in this ourselves. For now, we just counted the number
of different vegetables in the recipe (regardless of the amount). If there are more than five, it contains
many vegetables. We know that this might give some bad classifications, but we hope that the other
research study that is in progress can give a better solution.

3.2.11

Extraction test

After having implemented all these extraction methods, we applied them to a large set of 6886 recipe
texts, from which we extracted all characteristics and their values. To check whether our extraction
methods work, we compared the results of our algorithm with the labeling results of three persons
(who cook a lot).
We randomly picked 40 recipes, asked the three participants to fill in the presence or absence of all
our recipe features and compared this to the results of the algorithm. In total there are 3 (participants)
* 40 (recipes) * 55 (properties) = 6600 assignments. Table 3.2 shows the results of this test in the
form of a confusion matrix.
As we can see, there are only 337 (189 + 148) differences between the assignments of the three
persons and the algorithm. The accuracy of the algorithm is 94.9% (6263 / 6600), while the precision
is 79.3% (724 / 913). Although we were quite satisfied with these results, we nevertheless looked
more closely at the assignments that did not match.
This actually strengthened our confidence in the results of our algorithm, as many differences in
fact appeared to be errors on the side of the three participants. For example, beans were not classified
as pulse crops and the preparation technique stew was not recognized, even within a casserole recipe.
Other differences were just a matter of opinion. For example, some people find a salmon filet a
processed fish. The property many vegetables and the values for cuisine also gave some differences.
Of course, there were also some errors by the algorithm. For example, in one recipe, salmon was not
included in the ingredient list and (thus) not recognized.
We can conclude that our extraction methods give good results, as only 5.1% of the assignments
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differed in comparison with the assignments of three persons and within that 5.1% only a small part
is caused by actual assignment errors of the algorithm.

3.3
3.3.1

Similarity measure
Introduction

Similarity measures between recipes have been subject of research before. Wang et al. [30] defined
a similarity measure based on similarities between cooking directions. They represented recipes as
graphs with objects as nodes (i.e. the ingredients) and cooking actions as links between these nodes
(e.g. stirring, frying). To measure the similarity between two recipes, their corresponding graphs are
compared. This measure is used to distinguish Chinese regional dishes.
In [13], Geleijnse investigated the similarity between ingredients and defined the similarity between two recipes as the average similarity between all ingredients in the two recipes. This measure
was used to identify users with similar tastes, based on their collection of recipes.
Further, Hunt [16] describes a similarity measure between recipes using a weighted sum of shared
ingredients and shared keywords in the recipe text and in the title. As this work involves a patent, no
detailed description or evaluation is provided.
Our user study clearly indicated that not only ingredients determine the similarity between recipes,
but in fact a number of different kinds of recipe characteristics. This is in contrast to the ideas of both
Wang et al. and Geleijnse. The similarity measure of Wang et al. is heavily depending on cooking
actions (techniques), while our user study indicated that only two cooking actions (techniques) have
(a great) influence on the similarity between recipes. The similarity measure of Geleijnse only depends on the similarity between ingredients, while we have shown that there are clearly also some
other characteristics and values that influence the similarity between recipes (e.g. cuisine, meal type,
preparation time and technique).
To measure the similarity between two recipes, we can compare two recipe vectors and calculate
a similarity distance. For every feature in which the recipes differ, the similarity distance increases
and the similarity between those recipes will decrease. Because the user study indicated that not every
recipe property has the same influence on the similarity between recipes, we want to assign a weight
to every feature. We will discuss the assignment of weights in the next section.

3.3.2

Feature weights

To assign weights to the features in the recipe vector, we need information about the influence each
feature has on the similarity between recipes. The only information we currently have is the data of
the user study (see Section 2.3).
Now, we can assign weights in two different ways. We can determine the weights with a learning
algorithm and use the data of the user study as training data or we can use this information to assign
the weights ourselves.
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With the data currently at hand, two main problems hampered the use of a learning algorithm.

First, if we want to learn the weights, we have to get some distances or clusters as output measure.
We have already calculated these with MDS and HCA (see Section 2.2.4 and 2.3). Because these
distances cannot be compared over two different concept sets, we have to choose one of the two used
recipe sets as input for the algorithm. Even if we choose the largest set, we still have only 66 recipes,
which results in 2178 recipe pairs and thus 2178 similarity distances. We can determine the boolean
vector for all 66 recipes and give this as input to the learning algorithm, but it is commonly known
that every learning algorithm needs far more than 2178 cases to learn 55 weights.
Secondly, some properties that we added, did not even occur within the 66 recipes. For this
reason, it was impossible to learn the weights for those properties. Because of the small number of
cases, a considerable number of other properties occurs only a couple of times, which will result in
unreliable weights, maybe even negative ones.
We did take a look at some learning algorithms, but we soon came to the conclusion that we
indeed had far too little data. If sufficient data would have been available, we could best use neural
networks. This is probably the most suitable solution, as we have to learn weights for boolean features
that estimate a distance measure.
When it was clear that we had too little data available to learn the feature weights, we focussed
on ways to assign the weights ourselves. In order not to let these weights just depend on our own
opinion, we still only used the information from the user test, in particular the data in Appendix A.
To start out, we assumed that a property is more important in proportion to the frequency with
which it is mentioned. In this way, we also do not have to use the calculated distances between the
recipe pairs (which could not be compared over two different concept sets). Further, we hypothesized
that the characteristic the value belongs to also has some influence in itself. If other possible values
of that characteristic are mentioned a lot as well, that characteristic is probably important and all the
possible values within that characteristic are thus relatively important. Finally, we reasoned that the
number of values that were actually mentioned for a characteristic is of importance, as this set of values is in fact a selection from a much larger set of possible values. Participants could have mentioned
(a lot of) other possible values for that characteristic (e.g. baking as a preparation technique). This
means that the less possible values mentioned, the more important those mentioned values are. In
short, we think that the influence of a value (and thus a feature) depends on the number of times it
was mentioned in the user study and the average number of times the values of the characteristic it
belongs to were mentioned.
With these influential variables, we came to the following definition for the weight of feature i in
the feature vector:
wi =

ci ∗

Pn

j=0 cj

n

,

(3.1)

where ci is the number of times value i is mentioned in the user study, and n is the number
of
P
different values that were mentioned for the characteristic to which value i belongs. Note that

n
j=0

cj

n

is in fact the average frequency of all mentioned values that belong the characteristic to which value i
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Feature
Soup
Salad
Hotchpotch
Dutch
French
Mediterranean
Italian
Spanish
Greek
Oriental
Chinese/Indonesian
Indian
Japanese
Thai
Mexican
Long preparation time
Short preparation time
Oven
Stew
Potatoes
Pasta
Rice
Dough
Noodles
Bread
Boiled potatoes
Baked potatoes
Fried potatoes
Mashed potatoes
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Table 3.3: All feature weights
Weight Feature
86.38
Lasagna
67.87
Stuffed pasta
49.36
Short pasta
12
Long pasta
2
dry-boiled/strong rice
14
soft-boiled/soft-sticky rice
6
Flatbread
2
Pastry
2
Meat
28
Fish or seafood
10
Vegetarian
2
Poultry
2
Pork
2
Ham
2
Beef
7
Lamb
17.5
Mixed or processed meat
52.5
Red fish
60
White fish
23.2
Processed fish
69.6
Seafood
29
Meatsubstitute or pulse crop
40.6
Egg
40.6
Cheese
40.6
Dairy
5.5
Many vegetables
5.5
5.5
5.5

Weight
6.6
6.6
5.5
4.4
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
42.25
26
16.25
20.3
13.05
2.9
4.35
14.5
5.8
10.15
10.15
10.15
10.15
10.15
10.15
10.15
10.15
5

also belongs.
As an example, we calculate the weight of the property pasta. In Appendix A we can see that
this property is mentioned 12 times and belongs to the characteristic starch. This characteristic has
5 different mentioned values (pasta, rice, bami, potatoes and dough) and these were mentioned 29
times in total. This results in a weight of

12∗29
5

= 69.6 for pasta. All feature weights are shown in

Table 3.3. We know that these weights are probably still not very good. As we have discussed before,
this is mainly due to the fact that the weights are heavily dependent on the recipe sets.
Further, we still have the problem that some values did not occur in any of the recipes. Therefore,
we were still not able to determine the weight of that value with the data we have. In such a case,
we used the (average) weight of a comparable value or characteristic. For example, to determine the
weights of the values of the characteristic kind of fish or seafood, we used the average weight of the
values of kind of meat.
To get a better understanding of the influence these (added) values and characteristics have on
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the similarity between recipes, more research is needed. At this moment, the solution we gave is
considered to be sufficient. Although the current weights probably weaken our similarity measure,
these do not have to be optimal at this stage as this is a feasibility study where rough similarity
estimates suffice.
As we now have the weights for our feature vector, we can define our final similarity distance.
We can see this in the next section.

3.3.3

The similarity distance defined

Very common similarity measures are based on, e.g., the Euclidean distance, Hamming distance, or
city-block distance. A standard way to compute the similarity between two feature vectors x and y is
based on the Euclidian measure:
∆(x, y) =

X

(xi − yi )2

.

(3.2)

i

Our similarity measure uses the weight of feature i (see Equation 3.1) to compute the (squared)
weighted Euclidean distance as follows:
Dist(x, y) =

X

2

wi · (xi − yi )

,

(3.3)

i

where wi is the weight of feature i and xi and yi are boolean values, indicating whether feature
i occurs in the recipe vectors of recipe x and y respectively. We chose for this method, because it
also takes into account features that are both false. This is in contrast to, for example, the Jaccard
Index, which takes only feature values into account that either differ or equal each other. Note that,
as explained in Section 3.2, rather than estimating the values of the weight values based on statistical
machine learning techniques, we opt for using domain knowledge to determine wi .
To test this similarity measure, we have conducted a web experiment. We will describe this
experiment in the next section.

Chapter 4

Validating the similarity measure
using a web experiment
4.1

Introduction

In order to assess our similarity measure, we want to compare it to another similarity measure. It was
not possible to use the recipe similarity measures of Hunt [16] and Wang et al. [30] for this as these
were not available, while the measure of Wang is also only based on cooking actions. The recipe
similarity measure of Geleijnse [13] is only based on ingredients. Therefore, we chose to compare
our similarity measure to the tf-idf (term frequency - document frequency) weighing scheme, which is
often used in vector space models together with cosine similarity to determine the similarity between
two text (in our case, recipe texts) [21]. In future, we will simply call this the tf-idf method (or
measure). In comparison to the other mentioned similarity measures, this measure will take all words
(and thus recipe characteristics) into account. More details on the tf-idf method can be found in
Section 4.2.2.
The goal of this experiment is then to show that our similarity measure is better in determining the
similarity between two recipes than the tf-idf method, which can be seen as a state-of-the-art method
for determining similarities between two texts. The criterion for assessing both computed similarity
measures is the amount to which they correspond with user estimates of the same similarity: for a pair
of recipes that are computed to be very similar, do users find them similar as well?
In [11], Freyne and Berkovsky asked participants how attractive recipes were to them and based
their recipe recommender algorithms on this. They concluded that the degree of attractiveness of a
recipe influenced a user’s view on a recipe text, so it is reasonable to think that the attractiveness of a
recipe will also influence the user’s view on the similarity between two recipes. To investigate if the
attractiveness of recipes also influences the difference between the two similarity measures, we will
also ask the participants how attractive recipes were to them.
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Further, we wanted to investigate if our similarity measure generalizes to other types of people
than those that participated in our first user study (mainly females who like to cook and do this
regularly). After all, our similarity measure is based on data gathered from those people. Therefore,
we wanted to have participants that vary on these characteristics.
A web experiment was thought to be the ideal method to investigate these things, as it can yield
high statistical power by enabling access to a large number of participants, brings the experiment to
the participant instead of the opposite and offers cost savings of lab space, person-hours, equipment,
and administration [24].
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the methods used for this user study will be discussed
(Section 4.2). The results will be presented in Section 4.3 and this chapter will finish with some
conclusions and a discussion of this web-experiment (Section 4.4).

4.2

Methods

In this section, the methods used for this web experiment will be explained in more detail.

4.2.1

Participants

Over a period of two weeks, 137 participants completed our web experiment. They were asked to
participate by email and message boards. Since this introduced a possibility of self-selection, which
can be considered as the most serious problem in online research [24], we would expect that mainly
people who find recipes interesting were going to participate in this web-experiment. But in fact, the
participants formed a very diverse group (which was what we aimed for).
Among them, 76 were female and 61 male. Their average age was 37 (with a standard deviation
of 12.79). Further, we asked them how much they like cooking (on a 7-point scale) and it turned out
that the average was 5.22, with a standard deviation of 1.61. When asked how much they cook on
average, 18 participants answered that they cook less than once per week, 21 answered between 1 and
2 times per week, 51 between 3 and 4 times per week, 36 between 5 and 6 times per week and 11
people said that they cook 7 times per week. An overview of the personal information asked of the
participants can be found in Appendix C.

4.2.2

Similarity measures

We compared our method to determine the similarity between recipes with the well known tf-idf
method, because the latter method is simple, well known, often used and applicable in many different
domains. It could also be expected that the tf-idf method is quite suitable to recipes, as recipes could
be characterized quite well by their texts [32].
As we have seen in Section 3, for our similarity measure we have to extract the required recipe
properties (which are considered to be important for the similarity between recipes) from a recipe
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text. With these properties, a boolean vector can be determined and the similarity distance is then
quantified by the magnitude of the weighted vector difference between two recipe vectors.
To calculate the similarity between two recipe texts, the tf-idf method also represents recipe texts
(documents) as vectors. For the reader who is less familiar with this topic, we will explain this method
in more detail below.
The tf-idf method views a document as a set of terms. Following this method, two documents are
more similar the more times they both mention the same terms. Therefore, the number of times each
term occurs in each document is counted. This is simply called the term count. When we normalize
this count (to prevent a bias towards longer documents), we have the term frequency, which is defined
as follows:
nt,d
tft,d = P
i ni,d

,

(4.1)

where nt,d is the number of occurrences of the considered term t in document d, and the denominator is the sum of the number of occurrences of all terms in document d.
With raw term frequencies all terms are considered equally important, whereas in fact some terms
have little or no discriminating power in determining similarity, because they commonly occur in any
document whatsoever. To decrease the weight of such very common terms, and increase the weight
of meaningful (i.e. rarely occurring) words, the inverse document frequency is used, which is defined
as follows:
idft = log

|D|
|{d ∈ D|t occurs in d}|

,

(4.2)

with |D| as the total number of documents in the collection and |{d ∈ D|t occurs in d}| the
number of documents where the term ti appears (that is nt,d 6= 0).
Then definitions of Equation 4.1 and 4.2 are combined to produce a composite weight for each
term t in each document d:
(tf − idf )t,d = tft,d × idft

.

(4.3)

This tf-idf weight thus captures the relative importance (i.e. discriminative power) of a term in a
→
−
document. Now we can develop a vector V (d) for every document d, with one tf-idf weight for each
of the M terms in d as feature. The similarity between two vectors cannot simply be computed by the
magnitude of the vector difference between two document vectors, as the tf-idf weights are dependent
on the length of a document. To compensate for this effect, the cosine similarity is used:
→
−
→
−
V (d1 ) · V (d2 )
sim(d1, d2) = →
−
→
−
| V (d1 )|| V (d2 )|

,

(4.4)

→
−
→
−
where the numerator represents the dot product of the vectors V (d1 ) and V (d2 ), while the
denominator is the product of their Euclidian lengths. The dot product of the two
qvectors is defined
PM →
PM →
−
→
−
−2
as i=1 Vi (d1 ) Vi (d2 ) and the Euclidean length of the vector for document d as
i=1 Vi (d).
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4.2.3

Design and Materials

The tf-idf similarity measure and our own similarity measure can both be used to search for those
recipe texts in a collection that are most similar to a given recipe text. The idea of this web experiment
is to test both measures by asking participants how much similarity they see between an ‘anchor’
recipe text and the most similar recipe text according to either measure. If our measure indicates that
there are several similar recipe texts, the tf-idf measure is used to force a decision.
The two methods were compared in a within-subject design. Hence, every participant was presented with ten different anchor recipes, and was asked to rate the similarity of each anchor recipe
with two other recipes: the most similar recipes of either method. In addition, the participants were
asked to rate the attractiveness of every recipe. This means that they had to give twenty similarity and
thirty attractiveness scores.
Because, however, we wanted to test more than ten recipes, we constructed four recipe sets, all
containing ten different anchor recipes. In this way, we were able to test 40 different recipes. These
recipes were all randomly picked from the collection of over 6000 recipes for which we had extracted
all recipe features (see Section 3.2). Each method was used to calculate the most similar recipe (to
that anchor recipe) within that large recipe collection. Participants were randomly assigned to one of
the four recipe sets.
The order of anchor recipes was randomized for every participant. Because only two recipes
were shown at a time, participants saw each anchor recipe two times in a row. The order of the two
comparing recipes (ours or tf-idf) was randomized as well.

4.2.4

Procedure

This web experiment started with some introductory questions. This was done to get the required
information to test whether our similarity measure works for other types of people than those that
participated in our first user study. Furthermore, including these questions has also shown to decrease
the dropout rate (which is often a problem for experiments on the web) [12]. The following questions
were asked:
• What is your age?
• What is your residence?
• What is your gender?
• What is your highest completed education?
• What is your current work situation?
• How often are cooked meals prepared in your household?
• How often are you the one who does the cooking?
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• How often do you prepare new recipes?
• How much do you like cooking (on a scale of 7)?
• How much would you like to eat more variedly (on a scale of 7)?
After these introductory questions, the actual experiment started. The participant was presented
with a series of twenty consecutive recipe pairs. For every pair, the participant had to indicate how
similar he or she thought the recipes to be (intuitively) He or she also had to indicate for every recipe
how attractive they thought it was. Both the similarity score and the attractiveness score had to be
given on a seven-point Likert scale.
For every recipe, we showed (if available) its title, cuisine, preparation time, ingredients and
directions. Together this is quite a lot of text, so we knew that it could be boring and exhausting to
participate in this experiment. Therefore, we did our best to show the recipe pairs in both as clear and
as nice a way as possible. We tried a lot of different designs and an example screen shot of the final
result can be seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: An example of a recipe pair with questions in the web experiment
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As said before, participants had to give twenty similarity and thirty attractiveness scores. The
bar on top indicated the progress of the web experiment. When participants had completed our web
experiment, they were able to fill in their e-mail address. As a motivation for participating in and
completing the experiment, a Philips product was raffled among the participants who filled in their
e-mail address.

4.3

Results

First, to test whether the two methods differ significantly, we have conducted a matched pairs t-test.
The results indicated that on average, participants thought that the most similar recipe according to our
similarity measure was more similar (M = 4.08, SD = 0.027) than the most similar recipe according
to the tf-idf measure (M = 3.37, SD = 0.027), t(136) = -12.937, p < .001. The effect-size r of
.74 indicates a large effect. This test confirms our hypothesis that our similarity measure strongly
outperforms the tf-idf measure.
Having shown that our similarity measure is a significant improvement over the tf-idf measure, we
wanted to test whether this only holds for the type of people on whom our similarity measure is based:
females who like to cook (a score of > 4) and do this regularly (at least 3 times per week). Of the
137 participants, 48 met those criteria. We investigated if our measure is generalizable to all different
kinds of people by taking the difference scores between the similarity estimates for the two nearest
recipes and compared the scores of those people to the rest of the participants in an independent t-test.
The results indicated that on average, there was less difference between the two similarity measures
experienced by females who like to cook and do this regularly (M = -0.64, SD = 0.10) than by the
other participants (M = -0.75, SD = 0.06). However, this difference was not significant t(135) = 0.963,
p > .05, r = .08. This indicates that our similarity measure is not only applicable to the people on
whom it is based, but in fact to all different kinds of possible users.
To investigate whether the difference between the two similarity measures is dependent on the
selection of recipes, we want to test whether there is a significant difference between the four randomly
composed recipe sets. The results of the corresponding ANOVA indicated that the difference in recipe
sets had no significant effect on the difference between the two similarity measure methods, F(3, 133)
= 1.641, p > .05, ω = .12.
Simple regression analysis was used to test if (the difference in) attractiveness significantly predicted the similarity between recipes. Our hypothesis was confirmed, as this was indeed the case:
β = -0.186, p < .01. However, the results of the regression further indicated that the predictor only
explained 3.5% of the variance (R2 = .035, F(1,2738) = 98.206, p < .01). This means that, as β is
negative, the similarity between two recipes increases when the difference in attractiveness decreases.
As the difference in attractiveness indeed significantly predicted the similarity between recipes,
we have also investigated if the difference in attractiveness significantly predicted the difference between the two similarity measures. With simple regression analysis, we found out that this was also
the case: β = 0.086, p < .01. The results of the regression further indicated that the predictor only
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explained 0.7% of the variance (R2 = .007, F(1,1368) = 10.118, p < .01). As β is positive, this means
that the difference between the two similarity measures increases when the difference in attractiveness increases. Therefore, the difference between the results of the two similarity measures is not only
caused by the difference between the two measures itself, but also by the attractiveness of the recipes
found by those methods. However, this influence is only 0.007% and thus roughly negligible.
Despite of this, we further investigated the significant interaction between similarity and attractiveness. We have conducted three independent t-tests and looked at pairs of recipes that were indicated as either both attractive (a score of > 4), both unattractive (< 4), or equally (un)attractive (i.e.
both the same attractiveness score).
Two recipes that were both indicated as attractive (M = 4.21, SD = .055) were assigned significantly higher ratings of similarity than two recipes that were not both indicated as attractive (M =
3.47, SD = .037), t(2738) = 11.465, p < .001, r = .21. This could be expected, as people often have a
limited taste.
The next finding was more remarkable. Two recipes that were both indicated as unattractive
(M = 3.44, SD = .079) were assigned significantly lower ratings of similarity than two recipes that
were not both indicated as unattractive (M = 3.78, SD = .034), t(2738) = -3.945, p < .001, r = .075.
After looking at the recipes into more detail (and asking some participants), we found out that often a
shared ingredient caused the unattractiveness in both recipes, while other recipe characteristics caused
the dissimilarity between these recipes. This shared ingredient should then be considered as not that
influential for the similarity between the two recipe, otherwise this similarity was probably higher.
However, this ingredient did apparently have a high influence on the attractiveness of both recipes,
therefore this result is still a little bit remarkable. Therefore, we investigated the difference between
the two similarity measures and found out that the difference between unattractive recipe pairs and
other recipe pairs on the similarity between these recipes is stronger with the tf-idf measure (difference
in means = 0.41, t(2738) = -3.461, p ≤ .001, r =.093) than with our measure (difference in means =
0.30, t(2738) = -2.509, p < .05, r = .067) . This could be promising, as this could mean that a shared
ingredient that highly influences the attractiveness of two recipes, has, on average, more influence on
the similarity between those recipes with our measure, than with the tf-idf measure.
Further, two recipes with the same attractiveness score (M = 4.05, SD = .054) were assigned
significantly higher ratings of similarity than two recipes that did not have the same attractiveness
score (M = 3.54, SD = .038), t(2738) = 7.857, p < .001, r = .15. This could be expected, again
because people often have a limited taste.
It was also interesting to investigate if a recipe is found to be more attractive when a similar
recipe is found to be attractive than when it is not, because our similarity measure will be used to
search for a recommendation that is quite similar to a familiar recipe of a user. This familiar recipe
is probably thought to be quite attractive and the new recommendation should, of course, be quite
attractive too. For this, we compared, with an independent t-test, anchor recipes which were found
to be attractive and quite similar to another recipe (also a score of > 4) to the other anchor recipes.
The results indicated that on average, a recipe is found to be more attractive when it is similar to an
attractive (anchor) recipe (M = 5.22, SD = 0.056) than when it is not (M = 4.10, SD = 0.035), t(2738)
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= 15.150, p < .001, r = .28. This is a very good result, as it indicates that when we calculate a similar
recipe to an attractive familiar recipe for someone, the calculated recipe is probably also attractive.
Finally, we have looked at some recipe triplets in more detail. For only seven out of all 40 anchor
recipes, the recipe found with the tf-idf method was thought to be more similar than the recipe found
with our measure. The biggest difference (0.60) was found for the anchor recipe ‘Genoese spaghetti’,
which was thought to be more similar to ‘pasta with garlic’ (found with tf-idf) than to ‘caponata with
conchiglie pasta’ (found with our own measure). Another example is the anchor recipe ‘entrecote with
exotic sauce’, which was thought to be more similar to ‘oven dish with asparagus and ham’ (tf-idf)
than to ‘minced meat dish with potatoes’ (our measure).
For the other 33 anchor recipes the recipe found with our method was thought to be more similar
than the one found with tf-idf. The biggest difference (2.03) was found for the anchor recipe ‘chicken
masala with potatoes and catjang’, which was thought to be more similar to ‘chicken masala with
roti’ (our measure) than to ‘rice with frankfurter sausage and catjang’ (tf-idf). Another example is the
anchor recipe ‘spicy vegetable dish with chickpeas’, which was thought to be more similar to ‘rice
with spinach and chickpeas’ (our measure) than to ‘mushrooms with nuts from the oven’ (tf-idf).
That the tf-idf measure was better in some particular situations has different reasons. We will
discuss these, along with the other results of this web experiment, in the next section.

4.4

Conclusions and discussion

From the results of this web experiment, we can conclude that our measure is significantly better than
the tf-idf measure in finding the most similar recipe to some other recipe. This effect was very strong,
as the effect-size was quite large (.74).
When we investigated possible variables that could influence this effect, we have found that our
similarity measure not only works for the people on whom it is based: it gives better results than the
tf-idf measure for all participants. Actually, the advantage of our measure is even somewhat (though
not significantly) larger for people different from the ones on whom it was based. There is no clear
reason for this, but the difference is so small that it actually negligible.
Further, we have investigated the influence of attractiveness on the similarity between two recipes.
This influence was indeed present, but quite weak. Because attractiveness influences similarity, we
also investigated if it somehow influenced the difference between the two similarity measures. This
was also the case, but this effect was even weaker. Therefore, we can say that attractiveness is a
confounding factor in the difference between the two similarity measures, but because the influence
of this confounding factor is only 0.07% it cannot (really) be accounted for this difference.
When we looked at the recipe triplets in more detail, we found some reasons why the tf-idf
method was sometimes better than our measure. The tf-idf method searches for matching words and
is very sensitive to rare words. We looked at the importance of all words and found out that some rare
words, like ‘baileys’, ‘eendenbout’ (duck meat) and ‘hertenkalfsrug’ (young stag meat) could also be
very important for many people. There were also some words that were spelled in the wrong way,
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like ‘kabelauw’ (cod) and ‘kikererwten’ (chickpeas) that could be important. When two recipe texts
both include such a rare important word, these recipes will be quite similar according to the tf-idf
measure and people will probably think this too. Still, most of the words are probably not important.
These could be ingredients, but also other words or even non-words. Some examples are ‘fde’ (nonword), ‘krant’ (newspaper), ‘kruidenblokjes’ (spice blocks) and ‘dipping’. When two recipe texts both
include such a rare non-important word, these recipes will still be quite similar according to the tf-idf
measure, while people probably do not pay much attention to these words and will not think that these
recipes are very similar (at least not because of these rare words). As most rare words probably do
not have much influence on the similarity between recipe, according to many people, this is actually
most of the times detrimental to the tf-idf method.
Another disadvantage of our similarity measure turned out to be that some (important) ingredients
are not included in our similarity measure. For example, some vegetables (e.g. asparagus) and spices
(e.g. garlic) could strongly influence the similarity score given by people. Our similarity measure is
not influenced by this, whereas the tf-idf method detects that these ingredients (words) are included
in both recipe texts.
Further, it turned out that our similarity measure is sometimes too sensitive to towards some
features (because of its high weight), like some types of starch. This was probably the reason why the
biggest advantage of tf-idf was found for the recipe ‘Genoese spaghetti’. Both the anchor recipe and
the recipe found by our measure indicated that they could be eaten with French bread. Although pasta
is actually the ‘main’ starch for both recipes, bread was also noted as a starch for both recipes, which
apparently resulted in an overly high similarity. In contrast, the anchor recipe and the recipe found
with the tf-idf measure both included garlic, which probably was much more influential in people’s
similarity assessment.
This latter disadvantage could be solved by adjusting the weights (here: the one for bread), but
as said before, it is not clear at this moment what the best weights would be. The other disadvantages
could be solved by including features in our similarity measure for vegetables, spices and the recipe
title, but we should be careful for over-fitting when we add a lot of features.
To see how our similarity measure works in practice, we have conducted an experiment in which
people are invited to actually cook some recommendations as generated from our similarity measure.
We will see this in the next chapter.

Chapter 5

Recommending recipes at home
5.1

Introduction

The final goal of this thesis is to investigate whether we can assist people to vary their food intake
by suggesting recipes that fit their regular eating pattern. To do this, we have conducted a final user
experiment. In this experiment, we are going to use our similarity measure to recommend recipes to
participants.
We are not the first ones to create a recipe recommender system. Svensson et al. [26], for example, built a recipe system called Kalas to evaluate whether it is possible to design for social navigation.
It included a recommender system functionality. The recommendations were computed from other
users’ choices, which is a collaborative recommendation technique. Although collaborative filtering
is probably the most familiar, most widely implemented and most mature recommendation technique
[7], it is not usable in our case as the choices of other users cannot indicate anything helpful about the
pattern en preferences of some particular person’s food intake. Because, we want to base the recommendations for a particular user on the familiar recipes, eating pattern and preferences of that user,
the data (familiar recipes) from another user are not useful.
Zhang et al. [32] designed a case-based cookery system, in which recommendations are computed
from formal recipe representations. Although this system does give recommendations to a user, this is
not the main goal of the authors. The system was primarily developed in order to design a structured
case (recipe) representation and to minimize the domain knowledge incorporated into the system.
The recommender system we intend to design will focus on other aspects than the systems described above. We want to recommend recipes which would lead to more varied food intake without
changing someone’s general eating pattern. These recommendations will be variations based on users’
familiar recipes.
The goal of this experiment then is to investigate whether and if so how our similarity measure
really helps in recommending adequate recipes in practice. Furthermore, we want to know how such
a system is used and appreciated by its users. We expect that very similar recipes will be appreciated
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most of the times and that they also fit within someone’s regular eating pattern most often. Somewhat
less similar recipes will give more variation, but will not fit in someone’s regular eating pattern that
well and will more often not be appreciated.
The current chapter is organized as follows. The methods used for this experiment will be discussed in Section 5.2. The results can be found in Section 5.3 and this chapter ends with some
conclusions and a discussion in Section 5.4.

5.2

Methods

In this section, we will describe the design of this experiment.

5.2.1

Participants

To fit within the context of a master thesis study, we have chosen for a relatively small experiment
with a limited number of participants. Only six people (four females and two males) were asked to
participate. The design of this experiment required participants to be people who cook at least five
times per week. The six participants were all acquaintances of the experimenter, which made it easier
to ask them for this experiment. We also knew in advance that they cook at least five times a week,
and that they like to cook.

5.2.2

Procedure

The experiment took three weeks to complete. During the first week, the participants were asked to
write down what they had prepared (and eaten) for five days. At the beginning of the second week,
we calculated four recommendations per day for each participant. These recommendations were sent
to the participants in time for them to make any necessary preparations (e.g. shopping, planning) at
the end of the second week. In the third week, the participants had to cook either one out of the four
recommendations for five days, and fill in a questionnaire. The procedure during the three weeks will
be explained in more detail below.
5.2.2.1

Week 1: Write down what you prepare

To assist people in varying their food intake, we have to know what they normally eat. Therefore,
we asked the participants to write down what they prepared for five days (ideally from Monday until
Friday, as these are the uninspired weekdays). They also had to indicate whether they prepared a meal
more often than just that week.
In order to enable participants to write down what they had prepared, we created a form. This
is shown in Figure 9. The form makes it easier for the participants, as they exactly know what they
have to write down. It also helped us, because it ensured that we received exactly the information we
needed for our similarity measure.

5.2. METHODS

Figure 5.1: The form the participants had to fill in, in the first week of the experiment.
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We also provided the participants with an example of how to fill in the form as well as some

additional instructions. For example, if someone did not know some specific item (such as the cuisine
from which the recipe comes), it could be left empty. To get a better idea of what the participants had
prepared, a title for each recipe was also asked for.
In addition to the form shown in Figure 9, we asked the participants some questions about themselves, as listed below:
• Do you like to cook? On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot.
• Would you like to eat more variedly? On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = not at all and 7 = a lot.
• How often do you prepare a new recipe per month?
• How many ‘familiar’ recipes (recipes that you prepare regularly) do you think you have?
• Are there any ingredients you do not like, or are not allowed to eat? If yes, which ones?
The first question was only asked to confirm that every participant likes to cook. The second
question was asked to get an idea of the desire of the participant to prepare new recipes, and therefore,
possibly the need for recommendations. The next two questions were asked to get some insight in
the experience a participant has with different and new recipes. The last question was asked to avoid
recommendations that a participant certainly would not choose.
When the participants had filled in the whole form and the additional questions, they were asked
to return it by mail or hand (as soon as possible).

5.2.2.2

Week 2: Calculate the recommendations

All forms were returned on Monday in week two, so we were able to start determining the recipe
vector for every prepared recipe. This was easily done by browsing through the forms. Almost
every box in the form represented a feature in the recipe vector, so a checked box meant that the
corresponding feature needed to be assigned the value 1 (true). The other features were assigned the
value 0 (false).
After having determined all recipe vectors, we compared every vector to all > 6000 recipes in
our collection for which we had already determined the vectors (see Section 3.2), and calculated all
distance measures. This gave us an ordered list of recipes from that large collection (ordered by
similarity distance), for every recipe that was prepared by a participant.
For every such (‘familiar’) recipe, we selected four recipes out of its corresponding list as recommendations: the first, tenth, 250th and 6000th most similar recipe. In this way, a participant could
choose from four different recommendations every day, which vary widely in similarity to the familiar
recipe from that day. This wide variety in similarity was intended to provide some insight into how
similar a recommendation should be from a familiar recipe. As said earlier, we would expect that a
recommendation should not be too similar, but also not too different.
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After all recommendations were calculated, we created a separate recipe booklet for each participant. All recipes were presented in a standard format (title, cuisine, preparation time, number of
persons, ingredients and directions). We sent the recipe booklet, together with a questionnaire booklet,
to the participants halfway the second week. This allowed the participants some days for preparations
(i.e. shopping) for week 3, if necessary.
5.2.2.3

Week 3: Cook some recommendations

In the third week of the experiment, participants had to cook recommendations, again for five days.
Each day, they could choose among the four recommendations calculated on the basis of the recipe
they had prepared two weeks before, on the same day of the week. The recommendations being based
on recipes that were prepared two weeks before was not expected to be a problem, as people tend to
have an eating pattern that repeats itself every two weeks [27].
Furthermore, the participants were asked to answer some questions each day. These were the
following:
• Which recipe did you prepare (recommendation 1,2,3 or 4 for that day)?
• Why did you prepare that one?
• Did you make any modifications to the recipe? If yes, which and why?
• Did the recipe fits within your regular eating pattern?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• Was the recipe a good variation to your normal recipes?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• Was the recipe easy to prepare?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• Did you enjoy your meal?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• Would you like to prepare this recipe more often?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• What did you think about the other three recommendations?
• Do you have any other comments?
The questions were intended to provide the required information about whether (and which)
recommendations were appreciated by the participants. Of course, we also wanted to know how the
recipes fitted in with the participants’ regular eating pattern, and what they thought about the variation
to their normal recipes. The scales were included to make the answers more clear and easy for both
the participants and investigators.
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After the recommendation period, the participants were asked to answer some concluding ques-

tions. These are listed below:
• Did you think that the recipes were of good quality?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• Did it take a lot of extra time to generally prepare (e.g. shopping, planning) for the past five
days? On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• Did it take a lot of extra time to cook a recipe, in comparison to a regular recipe?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• Did the recipes (in general) fit within your regular eating pattern?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• Were the recipes (in general) a good variation on your normal recipes?
On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 = no, not at all, and 7 = yes, a lot. Why?
• How could the recommendations be improved?
• Would you like to get recommendations more often? Why?
• Do you have any other comments?
Some questions are almost identical to corresponding ones that the participants had to answer on
a cooking day, but the concluding questions were intended to get a general overview over the whole
week. Since these questions were answered at the end of the experiment, it is possible that the opinion
of the participants has changed over the week.
When these questions were answered, the experiment was finished. All participants were asked
if they could be contacted if there was any need for additional information.

5.3

Results

During the first week, when the participants had to write down what they had prepared, two of the
six participants had eaten the same meal two days in a row. For these two cases, we were not able to
calculate sensible recommendations for the second day (as these would have been the same as the day
before). Therefore, we have calculated recommendations for 28 days only (6 participants × 5 days −
2). Table 5.1 shows the results on the closed questions about the recommendations. The results are
shown per recommendation.
It can be seen that recommendations 1 (the recipes most similar to the recipes that were prepared
in the first week) were chosen most of the times, but recommendations 3 (a bit similar) and 4 (totally
dissimilar) were also prepared a lot. Remarkably, recommendations 2 (quite similar) were chosen
considerably less. Despite of this, recommendations 2 were not the most rejected recommendations.
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Table 5.1: Results of the closed questions in final user experiment.
Recommendation # prepared Eating
Variation Easy to Enjoyable
pattern
prepare
1: 1st
10
5.60
5.50
6.10
5.80
2: 10th
3
6.33
5.00
6.00
5.00
3: 250th
8
6.50
6.00
6.38
6.50
4: 6000th
7
5.86
4.86
6.57
5.00
Total / Average
28
6.00
5.41
6.29
5.71
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Prepare
more often
5.50
4.67
6.50
5.00
5.57

In the last column of Table 5.1, we can see that participants indicated fourteen times (i.e. in 50% of
the cases) they would never prepare recommendation 4. This is much more than for the other recommendations, which indicates that totally dissimilar recommendations are generally less adequate
than more similar ones. The most similar recommendations (1) were only rejected two times, which
confirms the conclusion that most similar recommendations are acceptable ones.
The participants indicated that almost all chosen recommendations fitted in with their normal
eating pattern. This resulted in a very high average score of 6.00. Recommendations 1 and 4 had a
somewhat lower score. For recommendations 1, this might seem awkward as these should be very
similar recipes to the ones they eat more often. However, in this case this is not that awkward as the
small difference is probably caused by the little data that was available.
Recommendations 3 fitted best in the participants’ normal eating pattern, but they were also
reported to provide the best variation to the normal recipes. Participants indicated that especially
recommendations 1, but also recommendations 2, gave too little variation to their normal recipes.
Recommendations 4 gave too much variation (it was just completely different), which is obviously
not good as well. The best variation was therefore given by recommendations 3, which appeared to
have the best balance between too little and too much variation.
Recommendations 3 were also the ones that were most enjoyed. This is because they best fit in
with the participants’ normal eating pattern and also give the best variation to their normal recipes.
Again, the difference with the other recommendations is not very large, but still recommendation 3
scored best on almost all closed questions. Only the ease to prepare was higher for another set of
recommendations (4). This question was actually answered extremely positively for all recommendations.
In the next section we will discuss why all these scores are this high and what this actually means.

5.4

Conclusions and discussion

From the results, we can conclude that there was at least one good recommendation for every day.
The reactions for the prepared recommendations were very positive. A complication is that the scores
for all recommendations were very high and there was not much difference between the scores of
the four recommendation sets. This could be explained by the fact that the participants were able to
choose the recommendation they had to prepare themselves and of course, they tried to choose the

Do not want
to prepare
2
9
9
14
34
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recommendation they would enjoy the most. As a result, the scores were very high for every prepared
recommendation and thus also approximately the same (on average) for every recommendation set.
As a consequence, these scores are not very meaningful for investigating the usefulness of our
similarity measure. In hindsight, it would perhaps have been better to give only one recommendation
every day and alternate between recommendation 1, 2, 3 and 4, but this would have raised some practical problems. Not only would we need more participants for this (as we need to alternate between
recommendation 1, 2, 3 and 4), the chance that that someone does not want to prepare a recommendation is much larger. Therefore, finding participants would be more difficult and participants will
probably refuse to cook some recommendations they do not like, which will result in missing data.
Still, we can learn some interesting things from this study. To start, the overall high scores might
give the impression that the participants just appreciated every recommendation they got, but this is
not true. When we looked at the answers given to the question ‘What did you think about the other
three recommendations?’, participants indicated in half of the cases that recommendation 4 was not
to their liking and that they would never prepare such a meal. This was sometimes indicated for
recommendations 2 and 3 as well, but almost never for recommendations 1 (in 7% of the cases).
Furthermore, the participants did indicate that they would like to prepare some non-chosen recommendations as well (e.g. ‘I am going to prepare recommendation 2 next Monday’). This means that,
despite the data on how often recommendations were prepared, recommendations 4 were considerably less appreciated than the other three. And although recommendations 3 were most enjoyed,
recommendations 1 looked like the most ‘safe’ meal to eat (not that different from what participants
normally eat, so probably good to eat). This confirmed our hypothesis that the most similar recipe
will be accepted most often.
But why are recommendations 4 then still chosen as often as they were? The reason seems to
be that they were the only recommendations completely different from the others. Many times, recommendations 1, 2 and 3 shared some characteristics, like the starch. Then, if a participant did not
feel like eating that type of starch (and recommendation 4 looked enjoyable enough), he or she would
choose for recommendation 4. Furthermore, in two cases a participant had chosen recommendation
4 on the previous day and therefore picked recommendation 4 again, because the other three recommendations shared some characteristics with recommendation 4 of the previous day. This was in both
cases clearly indicated by that particular participant. This means that recommendation 4 might often
have been chosen, not because it fitted well or because it was a good variation, but because the other
three recommendations did not fulfill the needs of the participant.
We also tried to understand why recommendations 2 were chosen considerably less. Although
they were not much rejected, recommendations 2 were only prepared three times. We did not find a
clear reason for this, but it looked like it was just almost never someone’s first choice. Participants
indicated that it often looked like a nice recipe, but apparently they always thought they liked another
recommendation better. This could be the result of the fact that recommendations 2 are ‘caught’
between recommendations 1 and 3: while these three are often quite similar, recommendation 1 looks
more safe or familiar and recommendation 3 gives more variation.
From this we learned that people often just want a very similar recipe and if they want more
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variation, that variation needs to be larger than the variation recommendations 2 offered. The variation
recommendations 3 offered was probably better, as these recommendations were more prepared (and
got the highest scores, although these scores do not say that much). These recommendations normally
still shared some important characteristics with the familiar recipe, but the rest was quite different.
If we would know a person’s eating pattern better, we might be able to better decide how much
variation someone wants to have, but also which characteristics should stay the same and which
should be different to offer the variation. Our similarity measure is very suitable for this, as particular
values can be assigned to particular characteristics (and their values) within our recipe vector. In
this experiment, we clearly had too little information to include any personal preferences. The only
information we had were the five recipes that were prepared in the first week of this experiment. It is
obvious that we cannot learn someone’s complete eating pattern from this little information, not even
some preferences about specific ingredients. If more user information is available, we might be able
to recommend recipes with some kind of personalized variation, which means that someone’s eating
habits, preferences and pattern are taken into account.
Therefore, future research should focuss on getting more information about the eating pattern,
preferences and familiar recipes of the participants. This could be done by gathering information
about the recipes someone eats, only now, over a longer period of time. Then, an eating pattern and
preferences could be detected from this data. This information should then be taken into account,
along with the similarity between recipes, to offer a recommendation specific for a particular user.
Further, it is also important how much variation a user wants. This could be detected by offering
multiple recommendations with different similarity scores, and then analyze which recommendations
are chosen by the user. The current experiment was too small to really say how much variation
someone wanted.
We have also learned some other things from this experiment. In some cases participants wanted
to prepare a recipe, but when they went out to buy the ingredients they found out that some of them
were not available in the current season (for example, sprouts are only available in winter, whereas
this experiment was held in spring). Furthermore, some participants did not prepare some recommendation, simply because they thought it to be a typical winter meal. From this, we can conclude that a
recipe recommender system could be improved by taking the current period of the year into account
(i.e. including it in the recipe feature vector).
Some participants indicated that all recommendations were some kind of one-pot-meal. Typical
Dutch meals with potatoes, vegetables and meat, all separate, were never recommended. On the one
hand, this makes sense, because not much recipes are available for this kind of meal. You do not
have to use a recipe recommender system to come up with this idea (at least, not in The Netherlands).
On the other hand, when a recipe recommender system should give recommendations for a longer
period, it would be advantageous to include such recipes. People still like to eat something simple
and familiar every now and then. However, we think that these kinds of recipes were not necessary
in the current experiment, as the recommendations that were given to the participants should provide
some variation to their normal recipes. It should give the participant a partially new, refreshing recipe,
which is probably not the case when a run-of-the-mill kind of recipe is recommended.
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Overall conclusions and discussion
In this thesis, we focussed on determining a similarity measure between recipes. The idea was that this
measure could be used in recommending recipes to assist people in varying their food intake. Existing
recipes that somewhat vary from familiar recipes seemed very suitable to use as recommendations, as
they would lead to a more varied food intake without changing eating patterns.
The first step in determining a similarity measure between recipes was to recognize the recipe
characteristics that identify this similarity. The user study from Chapter 2 showed that meal type and
starch were the most important characteristics. Cuisine, preparation technique and whether a recipe
included meat, fish or none of these two (vegetarian) were also important characteristics.
The next step then was to use them in a similarity measure. In Chapter 3, we described a vector
space model that we used for this purpose. We showed how we can extract all selected vector features
from a recipe text and how this leads to a similarity measure between two recipes.
After having confirmed (using a web experiment, Chapter 4) that our similarity measure gives
good results, we used it to actually recommend recipes to people at home (Chapter 5). In this way,
we wanted to get some first indications on how our similarity measure really helps in recommending
recipes in practice. Participants of this last experiment had to cook recommendations for five days
in a row. Afterwards, all participants were pleased to have participated in the experiment and they
appreciated the recommendations. On average, the recommendations fitted their regular eating pattern
very well, while still providing a good variation to their familiar recipes.
Although the results of the web experiment indicated that our similarity measure works very
good, there are still some things that could be improved. For example, it could be improved by adding
some more features to the recipe vector. The period of the year is one of these features that need to
be included to make our similarity measure better applicable in recommending recipes. This could be
done by adding the possibility of indicating a period of the year wherein a recipe cannot be eaten (or
is not recommended to eat, i.e. a typical winter meal is not recommended in summer). Other features
(the ones we added) need to be investigated in more detail, like the kind of rice or potatoes. This could
be done with another card-sorting study. For example, the kind of rice could be investigated with a
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recipe set that only includes recipes with different kinds of rice.
The weights of all features also need to be improved, especially the high weights and the weights
of the added features. Future research could investigate the option to use neural networks for this,
but this would mean that more training data has to be gathered. This could be done with a larger
card-sorting study with more participants, but also with a new web experiment. Then, participants
should again give similarity scores for recipe pairs, but now, different recipe pairs should not differ in
method, but (preferably) in only one feature. In this way, it is possible to determine how important
every feature is (in comparison with all the other features).
Furthermore, we have learned from the experiment in Chapter 5, how recommendations generated
with our similarity measure could be improved. The results suggest that people often prefer a recipe
that is similar to the ones they normally eat, but still provides quite some variation. A recipe that
differs in several features then looks like a good variation, but the experiment was too small to really
quantify the amount of variation people often prefer. A much larger experiment (more participants
and more cooking days) is needed for this. Then, it is also possible to offer recipes with more different
amounts of variation (different similarity distances).
The offered recommendations also have to be more personalized (i.e. recommendations have
to better fit someone’s eating preferences, habits and pattern). When more personal information is
available, a better view of the users’ eating pattern and preferences could be created and we might be
able to better decide which characteristics should stay the same and which should be different to offer
the variation. A follow-up experiment should then gather information about the familiar recipes of a
participant for a longer period.
In spite of these possible improvements, the results of our similarity measure were very convincing. When we used this measure to recommend recipes at home, the reactions (and results) were
encouraging, but still tentative. It looks like our measure could well be used to recommend existing
recipes that give people the variation they want, without disturbing their regular eating pattern. It can
also be used to check whether different (offered) recommendations are not too similar to each other.
To make our similarity measure even more interesting, it can be further extended with a health
indicator [14]. This can be done by giving each recipe a health score and researchers at Philips are
currently working on this. In this way, users can search for a more healthy recipe (a recipe with a
higher health score) that is almost similar to their normal recipe, to obtain a healthier lifestyle without
putting too much effort in this and, at the same time, without having to change their regular eating
pattern drastically.
Finally, it would also be interesting to investigate how our similarity measure works in countries
other than the Netherlands. Our similarity measure is based on experiments done in this country and
the recipe sets that were used included a lot of Dutch recipes. It would be interesting to see whether
recommendations calculated with our similarity measure (but selected from a recipe set with, for
example, a lot of Chinese recipes) are also highly appreciated by Chinese people. If it turns out that
this is not the case, our similarity measure should probably be adapted to the Chinese eating style. A
card-sorting study with mainly Chinese recipes could give the information that is needed to do this.
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Appendix A

List of participant descriptions
Here, a list of descriptions given by participants can be found. These were analyzed on frequency
and redundancy. The meaning of each description was converted to a recipe characteristic and its
value. Some descriptions (e.g. ‘Grieks, lam’) describe more than one recipe characteristic and are
thus counted more than once.
Table A.1: Participant descriptions for the widely varying recipe set.
Participant descriptions
Freq. Characteristic

Value

14

Meal type

Soup

Salades/Maaltijdsalades

11

Meal type

Salad

Stamppot/Stamppotten/Hollandse stamppotten

8

Meal type

Hotchpotch

1-Pans-gerechten

2

Meal type

1-Pan dish

Overige meerdere-pans-gerechten

1

Meal type

Multi-pan dish

Koud gerecht

1

Meal type

Cold dish

Pasta’s/Pasta gerechten/Macaroni, Spaghetti, Lasagne/

12

Starch

Pasta

Rijst/Rijstgerechten/Oosterse rijstgerechten

5

Starch

Rice

Bami

1

Starch

Bami

4

Starch

Potatoes

Soep/Soepen/Vegetarisch + soepen

Lichte pastagerechten/Italiaanse pastagerechten

Aardappel/Stevige gerechten.

Basis aardappelen,

Hollands/ Vleesgerecht + groenten en aardappelen/Aardappel(schotel)
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Participant descriptions

Characteristic

Value

7

Starch

Dough

5

Preparation time

Short

2

Preparation time

Long

6

Cuisine

Dutch

Aziatische keuken

1

Cuisine

Asian

Oosters/Oosterse keuken/Chinees, Oosterse gerechten/

7

Cuisine

Oriental

Chinees/Chinees, Oosterse gerechten

3

Cuisine

Chinese

Buitenlandse stoofgerechten

1

Cuisine

Foreign

Turks

1

Cuisine

Turkish

Grieks, lam

1

Cuisine

Greek

Indonesisch/Oosters, Indonesisch

2

Cuisine

Indonesian

India

1

Cuisine

Indian

Frans

1

Cuisine

French

Mexicaans, wraps

1

Cuisine

Mexican

Italiaans/Italiaanse pastagerechten

3

Cuisine

Italian

Spaans

1

Cuisine

Spanish

Surinaams

1

Cuisine

Surinam

Oosters/Mediterraans

1

Cuisine

Mediterranean

Wereldkeuken

1

Cuisine

Fusion

Vis/Visgerechten/Ovenschotels vis

8

Meat/fish/vegetarian

Fish

Vegetarisch/Vegetarisch + soepen

5

Meat/fish/vegetarian

Vegetarian

Lam/Lamsvlees/Grieks, lam

4

Meat/fish/vegetarian

Lamb

Vlees/Vleesgerecht + groenten en aardappelen

2

Meat/fish/vegetarian

Meat

Kip/Kip, kalkoen/Kip gerechten

3

Meat/fish/vegetarian

Chicken

Kip, kalkoen

1

Meat/fish/vegetarian

Turkey

Rund/Rundvlees, stoofschotel

2

Meat/fish/vegetarian

Beef

Varken

1

Meat/fish/vegetarian

Pork

Met iets deeg-achtigs/Wraps, brood, deeg gerechten/

Freq.

Mexicaans, wraps/Wraps/Deegkoek/Graan gerechten
Snel-klaar gerechten/Lichte snelle maaltijden/Simpel,
snel-klaar gerecht
1
2

uur of langer bereidingstijd/Stoofschotels (vaak langere

bereidingstijd)
Nederlandse keuken/Stevige gerechten. Basis aardappelen, Hollands/Hollands/Hollandse stamppotten/ Nederlands eten

Oosterse rijstgerechten/Oosters, Indonesisch
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Participant descriptions

Freq.

Characteristic

Value

Ovengerechten/Ovenschotels/Ovenschotels vis

7

Preparation technique

Oven

Stoofschotels/Buitenlandse stoofgerechten/Stoofpotjes/

8

Preparation technique

Stew

Lichte pastagerechten/Lichte snelle maaltijden

2

Heaviness

Light

Stevige gerechten. Basis aardappelen, Hollands

1

Heaviness

Strong

Ongezond

1

Healthscore

Low

Allerlei/Aparte gerechten/Overig

3

Stoofschotels (vaak langere bereidingstijd)/Stoofvlees
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Table A.2: Participant descriptions for the Italian pasta recipe set.
Participant descriptions
Freq. Characteristic

Value

5

Meal type

Salad

Lasagne/Lasagnas/Ovenschotel, lasagne

6

Starch

Lasagna

Tortellini

2

Starch

Tortellini

Gevulde pasta

3

Starch

Stuffed pasta

Fusilli

1

Starch

Fusilli

Spaghetti/Spaghetti, macaroni

3

Starch

Spaghetti

Rotelle

1

Starch

Rotelle

Tagliatelle

2

Starch

Tagliatelle

Macaroni/Spaghetti, macaroni

2

Starch

Macaroni

Penne

1

Starch

Penne

Volkoren pasta

1

Starch

Whole wheat

Pasta met vleessaus

1

Sauce

Meat sauce

Met tomatensaus/Pasta met tomatensaus/Pasta zonder tomatensaus

3

Sauce

Tomato sauce

Oven/Ovengerechten/Ovenschotel,

9

Preparation technique

Oven

4

Vegetables

Many

Ovengerechten zonder toegevoegde groenten

1

Vegetables

Few

Pasta met kaas

1

Ingredient

Cheese

Spinazie

1

Ingredient

Spinach

Pasta met lam/Lamsvlees/Lam, spek

6

Meat

Lamb

Pasta met kip/Kip, kalkoen

8

Meat

Chicken

Kip, kalkoen/Kip, kalkoen gerechten

2

Meat

Turkey

Pasta met varkensvlees/Pasta met ham of varken/Varkens

4

Meat

Pork

Pasta met gehakt

3

Meat

Minced meat

Pasta met salami

1

Meat

Salami

Pastasalade

lasagne/

Oven-

gerechten met toegevoegde groenten/Ovengerechten
zonder toegevoegde groenten
Met veel groenten/Pasta met groenten/Ovengerechten
met toegevoegde groenten
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Freq.

Characteristic

Value

Ham/Pasta met ham of varken

2

Meat

Ham

Worst

1

Meat

Sausage

Rund

1

Meat

Beef

Lam, spek

1

Meat

Bacon

> 30 Min. bereidingstijd

1

Preparation time

Long

< 30 Min. bereidingstijd

1

Preparation time

Short

Licht pastagerecht/Pasta gerechten voor als het lekker

2

Heaviness

Light

1

Heaviness

Strong

weer is
Stevige pasta gerechten
Pasta/Pasta

met

vlees/Pasta

met

vleeswaren/Met

vlees/Pasta vegetarisch/Overige soorten pasta/Bijgerecht

8
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Appendix B

Translation of Dutch recipes
Here, the translation of recipes written in Dutch can be found.

#

Table B.1: Translation of the Dutch recipes in the widely varying set.
Dutch recipe name
English recipe description

1

Couscous met feta

Couscous (Moroccan granules made of semolina wheat) with
feta

2

Groentencurry met ei

Indian vegetable curry with eggs

3

Boemboe bali ikan

Indonesian rice dish with tomato sauce and white fish

4

Vis ovenschotel met feta

Fish oven dish with feta, served with rice

5

Catalaanse paella (met vis)

Catalan (Spanish) rice dish with fish

6
7

Nasi
Paella met kip

Fried rice with eggs, chicken and vegetables
Paella (Spanish rice dish) with chicken

8

Kip Tandoori

Roasted chicken, marinated in yogurt seasoned with tandoori
masala

9

Boboti met rijst

South-African oven dish with minced meat and curry sauce,

10

Gestoofd rundvlees met tomaten

Stewed beef with tomatoes

11

Goulash

Hungarian beef stew (with tomato-paprika sauce)

12

Babi Pangang

Fried pork with a sweet and sour tomato sauce

13

Varkenssate met gado gado

Pork satay with gado gado (vegetable salad with peanut sauce

served with rice

dressing)
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#

Dutch recipe name

English recipe description

14

Risotto met parmaham

Italian rice with Parma ham

15

Thaise lamscurry met gekruide rijst

Thai lamb-curry with spiced rice

16

Roergebakken lamsvlees met prei

Lamb meat with leek

17

Vegetarische macaroni met cham-

Vegetarian macaroni with mushrooms, eggs and tomato

pignons, ei en tomaat
18

Groentenquiche

Vegetable quiche

19

Romige zalmpasta

Creamy salmon pasta

20

Zalmtortilla’s

Salmon tortilla’s (Mexican flat bread)

21
22

Schelpjes met tonijn
Surinaamse roti

Shell-shaped pasta with tuna fish
Surinam roti (flat bread) filled with potatoes, chicken and
French beans

23

Bami

Chinese noodles with chicken, eggs and vegetables

24

Kip in Italiaanse tomatensaus

Chicken in Italian tomato sauce

25

Tortellini met kalkoen en moz-

Tortellini with turkey and mozzarella

zarella
26

Italiaanse lasagne

Italian lasagna (with Bolognese sauce)

27

Spaghetti bolognese

Spaghetti with Bolognese sauce

28

Macaronischotel

Macaroni dish

29

Gehaktwraps

Wraps (Mexican flat bread) with minced meat

30

Pasta met schnitzelreepjes met

Pasta with schnitzel strips and cheese sauce

kaassaus
31

Varkensfricandeau met tagliatelle

Pork fricando with tagliatelle

32

Macaroni Carbonara

Macaroni oven dish with ham, mushrooms, cheese and eggs

33

Fusilli met Marokkaans lamsvlees

Fusilli (pasta) with Moroccan lamb meat

34

Pita met lamsshoarma

Pita (Turkish flat bread) with grilled lamb slices

35

Vegetarische ovenschotel met cour-

Vegetarian oven dish with courgette and cauliflower

gette en bloemkool
36

Aardappel-witloftaart

Potato-chicory pie

37

Visschotel met bietjes

Fish oven dish with beets

38

Pangasiusfilet met preistamppot

Pangasius fish filet with leek hotchpotch

39

Surinaamse kerriekip

Surinam chicken curry

40

Spinaziestamppot met kip

Spinach hotchpotch with chicken

41

Turkse ovenschotel

Turkish oven dish (with minced meat)
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42

Gehaktschoteltje met appel en

Minced meat oven dish with apples and purée

puree
43

Rundervinken met rucolapuree

Beef meat with rucolapurée, served with potatoes

44

Stoba (Caribische stoofschotel)

Caribbean stew with beef, potatoes and carrots

45

Zuurkoolschotel

Sauerkraut oven dish

46

Andijviestamppot

Endive hotchpotch

47

Gegratineerde

hamlappen

met

Ham (cooked a gratin) with cauliflower and mushrooms

48

Boerenkoolstamppot met spek en
worst

Kale (cow cabbage) hotchpotch with bacon and sausage

49

Franse stoofschotel

French stew with ham, potatoes and white beans

50

Irish stew

Irish stew with lamb or beef, potatoes and carrots

51

Hutspot met lamsvlees

Hotchpotch with lamb meat

52

Lams paprikasj

Lamb meat with Balkanian/Hungarian paprika sauce

53

Pasta salade

Vegetarian pasta salad

54

Mexicaanse bonensalade

Mexican beans salad

55

Salade Nic̃oise

French salad with tuna, olives, eggs and vegetables

56

Vis-maaltijdsalade

Salad with fish (crayfish, sea mussels and shrimps) and pota-

bloemkool en champignons

toes
57

Maaltijdsalade met kipreepjes

Salad with chicken, rucola, tomatoes, artichokes and focaccia bread

58

Pesto rundvleessalade

Beef salad with pesto sauce

59

Lauwwarme

Half-cold potato salad with beef and French beans

aardappelmaaltijd-

salade
60

Mihoensalade met varkenshaas

Chinese noodles salad with pork

61

Lamsboutsalade

Salad with lamb meat and tomato-soy sauce

met

tomaat-

sojasalsa
62

Linzen-tomatensoep

Vegetarian soup with lentil and tomato

63

Bouillabaisse (vissoep)

French soup with various kinds of fish, served with bread

64

Oosterse maaltijdsoep

Oriental soup (with chicken, tomato and noodles)

65

Joevarlakia

Greek meatball soup with eggs

66

Bruine bonensoep

Dutch soup with brown beans
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Table B.2: Translation of the Dutch recipes in the Italian pasta recipes set.
Dutch recipe name
English recipe description
Spaghetti bolognese
Spaghetti with Bolognese sauce
Italiaanse lasagne
Italian lasagna (with Bolognese sauce)
Perline met rauwe ham en tomaten- Perline (pasta stuffed with unboiled ham) and mushrooms
saus
Ravioli met vier soorten kaas
Ravioli (stuffed with four types of cheese) with tomato sauce
and ham
Kip in Italiaanse tomatensaus
Chicken in Italian tomato sauce
Tortellini met kalkoen en moz- Tortellini (stuffed pasta) with turkey and mozzarella
zarella
Lamsschotel met venkel
Lamb meat dish with fennel and tomato cubes
Volkorenpasta met tartaarballetjes
Whole wheat pasta with chopped steak balls
Varkensfricandeau met tagliatelle
Pork fricando with tagliatelle
Pittige lasagne met chorizo
Spicy lasagna with chorizo (Spanish pork sausage)
Lasagne met asperges
Lasagna with asparaguses
Macaroni Carbonara
Macaroni oven dish with ham, mushrooms, cheese and eggs
Tortellini met ham en knoflook- Tortellini (stuffed pasta) with ham and garlic cream
room
Tagliatelle met gegrilde kip en pijn- Tagliatelle with grilled chicken and pine nuts
boompitten
Kip met spinazie uit de oven
Oven dish with chicken and spinach
Fusilli met Marokkaans lamsvlees
Fusilli (pasta) with Moroccan lamb meat
Pasta broccoli e salsiccia
Pasta with broccoli and bratwurst
Lauwwarme pastasalade
Half-cold salad with stuffed pasta (different kinds of meat)
and broccoli
Pasta met pepersalami en magor
Pasta with pepper salami, magor (cheese) and mushrooms
Lasagne met champignons en spek Lasagna with mushrooms and bacon

Appendix C

Personal information asked in the
web experiment
Here, we can see an overview on the statistics of the personal information about the participants asked
in the web experiment.
What is your gender?
Gender

#

Female

78

Male

61

What is your highest completed education?
Education

#

Lager Onderwijs

0

Lager Beroeps Onderwijs
MULO/MAVO

1
10

MBO

18

HBS/HAVO/VWO/Gymnasium

11

HBO/WO

97

What is your current work situation?
Work situation

#

Housewife/man

8

Student

32

Working, parttime

34

Working, fulltime

63

How often will there be cooked in your household?
75

76

APPENDIX C. PERSONAL INFORMATION ASKED IN THE WEB EXPERIMENT
Number of times

#

Less than once per week

0

1-2 times per week

2

3-4 times per week

18

5-6 times per week

80

7 times per week

37

77
How often are you the one who cooks?
Number of times
#
Less than once per week

18

1-2 times per week
3-4 times per week

21
51

5-6 times per week

36

7 times per week
11
How often do you prepare new recipes?
Number of times
#
Nooit

8

1-2 times per year

18

3-11 times per year
1-2 times per week

45
45

3 or more times per week
I like cooking
Score
#

21

1 (totally disagree)

4

2

6

3

9

4
5

22
31

6

26

7 (totally agree)

39

Average
5.22
I would like to eat more varied
Score
#
1 (totally disagree)

8

2
3

12
15

4

24

5

38

6

22

7 (totally agree)

18

Average

4.39

